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PROCEEDINGS----------- ......

CHAIRM~N HEARNES: Ladies and gentlemen, The
Vice Pres1dent of the United States.

(Applause)

CHAIRI-'lAN HE.!\RNES: I"lr. Vice President, my fellow
Governors, it is my pleasure as Chal.r-man of the National
Governors' Conference t;o call the meeting to order and to
\llelcomeall 01' the governors and of'f':LoLaL parties, I'epI'e-

sentatlves of the news medisJ our spacial guests and those who
are here to observe the proceed:tngs.

Our meeting began this morning. Each of' our e :1.xteen

• committees met before noon and then had lunch and working
sessions.

Now J that tple have finished tile commercial, we have
just completed a very fine Executive Session with the
President of the United States. And, as we get this session
underway, I am reminded that I should r-epor-t to you a decision

made by the Kxecutlve Cornmittee ;;h13 morning.
Since this meetinG was deSigned primarily to imple-

ment eXisting policy of the National Govepi1ors' Conference,
s1nce we are quite limited in our time for deliberations, the
Executive Committee has directed that your Chairman not
entertain any motions for a suspension of our Articles of
Organ1zation, for the purpose of considering resolutions or
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• policy statements •

I trust that all of you Dill appreciate the nead
to observe this special request or 'Cb2 Executive Committee.

Since this is the first general session of ~his

•

Winter Meeting, \,10 nave not had the oppor tunf ty to ad::n~)'\:]lcdgc

'familiar faces around this cont'erence table.
I deem it an honor and privilege to introduce each

or the new governors and ask that they stand and be recognized.
First, The Honorable ~lilton J. Sha.pp, Governor

of Pennsylvania.
(Applause)
The Honorable J. Carter, from the State of Geo rgl.a,
(Applause)

The Honorable Thomas J. :£I'leslc1l1.. Gover-nor- of
Connecticut.

(Applause)
The Honorable John C. l'Iest)Governor of South

Carolina.
(Applause)
The Honorable Winfield Dunn, Governor of Tennessee.
(Applause)
The Honorable John J. Gilligan, Governor of

Ohio.
(Applause)
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I

Governor of /~laba;ild,

Flo:C':tda.

• l'J:i.sconsin •

Iv11nnesota ~

(,I\pplt~use )

Nevada.

Souttl Dakoca •

.~.., ."'

J.!..c'
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• The Honorable David Hall, Governor of Oklahoma.
(Applause)

The Honorable Bruce KinG" Governor of New Mexico.
(Applause)

Thank you, gentlemen, and a hearty welcome as
Members of the Na tiona 1 Gover-nor-a 1 Conf'erence. lrJe encourage
you to participate fully in its activities.

Just a fe\l.]wor-ds about the Natiunal Governors t

Conference.
Its members, obviously~ are the governors of the

fifty States, and ~the four add ition~l momber-s, the Governor

of American Samoa, Guam, United States Virgin Islands and
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

The Conference is governed by a nine-member
Executive Committee and the chairmanship alternates annually
between the two main political parties.

The Confcrence has a very effective full-time
staff. Secretary-Treasurer Br ovar'd C~:'ihfieldis located in
LeXington, Kerrtucky , uher ....O he func1:ions in the additional
capac1ty as Executive Director for the Council of State

•

Governors •.

•
The National Governors I Conference, l'lash1ngton

operat1ons are conducted by Charles Byrley, who has a number
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•

of special assistants who work full-tics with Federal agencies

and on Capitol Hill.
Each of you should know tha t lrla have a staff J an

expert in almost every area of' gover'nmerrta l concern; fer

example" in areas of' specialization, uhich include health,
education" welfare, tax and fiscal policy, environmental
management, community development, housing, transportation;
manpower, labor and cr1minal justice.

It is our objective to fully acquaf.nt you lrJithour
staff services over the next few ueetes , You are already
recelv~ng some invaluable publications; such as the
t'leeklyGovernors t, Bulletin, and special communications of new
issues as they come up ..

In brief, the resources of the National Governors I

Conference belong to you.
Your Executive Committee joins me in urging each of'

you to take full advantage of' our staff capabi11ty and
services. We have made some Significant progress over the
past few years. And, with the continuing support of all
governors, I believe that the National Governors' Conference
will continue to influence the policy directions of a
revitalized federation.

Now, before we turn to today1s program, lIihich:> as



:1.0

another topic 01' P2o~:'gan:L;a·;~:Lon.

encourage you aga rn , those H~LO ar-e i"lc.Ji ..'G for the i'll'si; t:Ll'K' ..

, ~. , ", -. , ',"-1
.• \~~.,_. t,.,. J .,;

before .

•
Some of thom) of course: 2S l~ all political

elections, ave deS:eL~;ec1_ \.>~he:..'~j bO to 2.,:cther' office; ()X'
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• RE.'NIARKSBY THE VICE PHESWENT OF THE UNITED

ST.~TES• THE VICE PRESIDENT: Than~~ you very much, Govez-nor-

Hearnes. I can tell you that it Ls a great pleasure fm:~ me

to have this opportunity to tall{ \1iiih and participate in a,

discusslon that lnvolves so many of my forme!' coLkeagueu dur--

ing the period I wao Governor of 1,1arylandand also to S0C

such a vlbrant, allve, interested and energetic group of
new governors as you have introduced here this morning.

Let me first say that irrespective of rumors that
have been cil"culating this morning, both in sessions ~Jl'~l1 the

• Congress and in informal chats among the governors, r did not
come here this afternoon to boast of my athletic proHess,
rec·cntly demons tra ted on the golf' COU1~se ~

(laughter)
As a matter of fact, though, I do want to defend

myself against some corietdez-abIe abuse that has been tal(ing
place in, snide r-emar-tcs of some of' my former golf par-ener-s
of this Congress and governorsj because I want to point out
that ABC has offered me 0. spot on the Nat10nal Sports Show,
"Demol1t1on Derby".

(Laughter)
All of you who watched the State of the Union

address th1s year know that the President called for
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a new American revolution. tt1bat doean 't bother me too much;
but I sure wish held stop introducing me as Vice President
Adams.

•

(Laughter)
But, seriously, my purpose today is not to '\;al1<:about

revenue sharing or Executive reorganization, but to introduce
two distinguished John's who ar-e fully capable of doing just
that -- John Connally, a former colleague many of us
here had the pleasure of serving Hith, and, of course, John
Ehrlichman, irJhotsas head of' tne Domestic Council.

I jus t vJat1'i; to say one or two things prefatory to
the presentations by Secretary Connally and Mr. Ehrlichman.

\-1ehave taUced fop year-s :In this Conf'crence, and
out of it, about some way to redistribute revenue resources,
some way to overcome the imbalance that clearly exists
between the Federal Government, on the one hand, and State
and local governments on the other.

Both parties, to my recollection, endors~ this
concept of revenue sharing in the 1968 Convention.

Above all, the Advisory Comm1ssion on Inter-
Governmental Relations, the various State and local
conferences of governors, mayors J and .cQun't;yofT10 1als

have been working for years on some way to obtain a reasonable
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•

distr1but10n of revenue resources.
The Advisory Commission has put out a ver'jrdefinitive

work, which I highly commend to all of the new governors here,
explaining in some detail wha t the var-roua hand icaps and
benefits are of the various plans that have been discussed
from time to time.

Needless to say that the plan that has been dave loped
by the Administration 1s not a plan that the Administration
conceived. It is a plan 'ella t ,,]as conce tved in numerous "JO:pk
sessions over the past decade :Ln strictly a bi-partisan
way. All the Administration did waa to take the voluminous
and very academic and worthy l'Jorksand to consolidate,
e11minate and generally collate them to the point we came up
with what we thought was the best possible program.

There is no doubt that there is a terrible crunch
on the State and local government today_ There is no doubt

that the crunch continues to become more and more acute.
And there 1s no doubt that the people of the United States
who have to pay a great share of the State and local taxes,
principally property sales and miscellaneous use and some
income taxes, would like to see some kind of revitalization
of the revenue resources, allocated process. Seventy-seven
percent of them said that was true in a recent gallop poll.

Now, yes, there are alternatives that have been
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proposed by opponents of' the Administration's revenue sharing
plan.

•

I just want to point out one thing, and I don1t want

to sound negative -- there are other- vm;ys of doing thLs ,
There are tax credits. There arc additions to existing
Federal programs -bhat t·Jl1J. relieve the S"catcs of' some share

of their burden. But thCJT don J t go to the pr'LncIpa I :tdca
of reform. And they really amount to more of the same. In
fact, they lack one key word -- flexibility for the chief
executive of the State or local government.

I hope that you will Look at these suggestions in
a totally impartial and bipartisan light, because they are
not the product of Republican thintdng alone. 'Itheyare
the products of governmental thinldng.

Don't forget, when you consider the alternatives,
tha t are not fully flushed out, but are presented a :J.mply as
sometimes a way to move us away from the active conside~at10n
of the specifics that have been spelled out in the President's

general revenue sharing program.
Don't forget, 1'01"'1 example, some of' the people ltlho

orrer these alternatives are the same people who not too many

years ago -- two or three years ago -- were suggesting that
the tax-exempt status of State and local bonds be removed,
hardly the way to help State and local governments out of the

•



•

•

•
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."'lo.

cr1ses that they face •
I don't say that this was done 1n any way to

harm State and local governments, but it makes one suspicious
of the expertise from a gover-nor-va or mayor~s standpoint of'
those who are suggesting some of these alternatives.

We think we have a good program. I have served at
all three levels of the government. I have looked at this
program very critically. I dontt think it is perfect. I

think probably there will be some suggest10ns that ,.,e can I t

even visualize at the moment that will improve it. But I am
certain that this program is one that lie can g"Jt behind that
will deliver a solution to the fiscal crisis of the State and
local governments promptly. Flexibility i6 the key; action is

the by-word.
With that as a preface, it gives me a tremendous

amount of personal pleasure to present at a Governors'
Conference a gentleman whom I have had the pleasure of
listening to at many Governors' Conferences; a man who has

served as the Governor of the great State of Texas, and is
presently serving as Secretary of the T~easury of the United
states, The Honorable John Connally.

(.Applause)•
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• STATE!JJENTBY '.mE HONOR!l.BLE JOHN CONNALLY

SECRETl',RY 01' THE 'rREAS URY

SECRETARYCONN~LLY: I>1r. Vice President, I am

extremely gra.teful to you for your- h:iL1d introduction.

Chairman Hear-ne s , I must say 'that I am grateful fo:l'

the opportunity of' being 1,'11th you today, and particularly for

the privilege it a:c'i'o:('dD to Y'Ci"1eI:J, l'lo'\'l even' br-Le r Ly , an

acqua Lnt.anceatrtp and oLd fricnu3hip8 \"J:Lth so many governor-s uho

still sit around this table.

I thin~{ in all :['C::.L~'n';';'.iD I IIould be much more

flattered if I couldnit rernemoer the thoughts that went through

• my mind all too frequently ....JL1enI sat at these Governors l

Conferences and saw a f'ello\'J get up to speak, wonder-Lng

primarily not about what he was going "GO speak, but hovr long

he waa going to speak. I know that's what is going through

your minds right nou,

So, with that in mind, I ~1ill try to keep my remarks

as brief as possible and to yet t~y to cover the subject

tha't is both complex, dif'ficulti and extremely important 0

That 1s reorganization. rri10 l'>eorganizution proposal that the

President has wade to Congress and to the country.

e•
•

I thini{ it is only fa:tr to s tart back t.n the

spring of 1969 to put this reorganization plan which he

proposed in proper perspectivo$
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At that time he asked six people to serve O~ the

President's /!.dvisory Council on E'xccuU.vc Leol's3nlz8tion. To

chair that group, N~. floy Ash, President of Litton Indu8t~ics.

Serving on tha t gro1.::) -' 0!\1~'. Pru.( :':.JPpC 1> ror-mer- Ch:Lei'

Executive of American Te10phonc & ToJ.egraph; .Dr., GeoI'ge

Baker, the former Dean of the Gr'i.ll1uatc School of Bl,sir:8d:3

at Harvard; Hr. Richal"(l paGet of Cr-CS::lP5 I+~Cor'nd.c\( a no

Page t , one of the outs tend ing management firm::: in .tH1l8X,:'.C8"

Also 1n the group was Nr, l'fa1ter r.rhayel"" distinguished

New Yort<: lawyer" who La tar was publisher of the NetJ Yort::

Herald Tribune and myseli'~

• vJe formed the Prosident 1 s .'\dv:Lsol"Y CounciL \10

assured we wore given a broad chartc~ to look at reorgauiz2-

tion of the Federal Government, not ~ith respect to the

substantive progrc.:;Js uh Lch had been })u'rJsed b;;J the CongruSf:1

and administered by the Government, but to look at the
organizational abr-uc tur-e of' the }.:'ec1e:calGover-nraerrt to Gee

how best the services proposed and passed by the Congress

could be delivered to the citizens of this country. That Nas
the purpose of it. And in so doing, VIe went back and studied

every single proposal of every commission so f'sr as ne tcnou

that ever existed in this cent ur-y "that addressed itself to

th1s subjec t. And this inc Ludea -' among; others J' a commt asion

headed by tho (lictln~;tll;::::tcd New Yo!"'!,;:Govor'nor-,Governor'
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looked at the means by Nhlch the Federal Government attempted
to administer proerams for the benefit of the citizens ef

•

this country.
Now ..what de you thinl{ of? 1vhat de you think of

when you try to. determine wha t ~lOU could best do to admt ni.ctcr
your state government?

I know in my case, and I am sure Governor Smith has
found this to.be true, as all ef yeu have, because I have
talked to teo many of you over too many yeal-as~ you round you
were plagued with tee many separate boards, agencies am
commissions that you couldn't confer \'1ith,that you couldn't
meet with, much less control or direct.

In my State there were about 160 different boards

and commissions that I was suppesed to have seme Jurisdiction
over and to which I appeinted members to. perform those.

It is ebvieus, and it has been found by everyene
who has studied the structure of' the Pedeea I Government
that any President cannot, even if he weuld, deal with tee
many people. Yeu can't de it.

Any President is President as a result ef the
political structure ofth1s country. Any President, naturallY3
is conoerned abeut the administratien ef his policies. He

1s conoerned abeut the delegation ef his authority. He is
reluctant to delegate, just as yeu are reluctant to.delegate
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1:C'

him because it l~ ;cux ", "

. '_ .i.. ~ .' ~.'.:i ,.1, .. ':":-:

\ ,.,'

','

~, .

~[ d i(l n ~t

1.•• -- •L!. __:.- .

a structure wheruby ;-, -, >-.
',-' _ ~ J. ..

• people; that he 02~ ac~~
that he can have a
he can be reaDoD3~ly Ds~iG~'

autnor-t ty LJ go:!.::;:,:; tc ,)(,;.:::,',i'·

done.
.~,., .,.-,.. :' ....:.

he best do h:t:::;

Let me dig:::'GlJ:::1 :['02:' a uCL1cmt simpJ.y 1;0 say this:

In almost tHo d()cac\~~;:J no substantial debat2
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t Lon of'

time? This has b2CD 2 pcrlc6 0; time w~e~ ~c have seen tha

in the hiotory of th0

• to a Government th~~ c I •. ,·

.', 'l) ...:.i : ~ 1 :

count them, however you ever yov
categorize the p~('OgI'QL/S. you have 3. ~;Gn-rold :Lncraase 5.n

the number- of' progPftu:s du:.."ing this per-Lcd of t tme•

NOll, these ar-e some of the eha..ngea you have had

in the sbr-uctur-e of COl.'eI'n;~clltJ' t.n the substance of C"'Ovel"n-

Government '? Bas5_caJly.' none, exc op t mope conr'ua ion, mor-e
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• difficulties, and you see it every day, because I know it
hasn't changed that much since 1968 l1hen I left office.
Yet, I recall one of the great problems that any governor

has -- it 1s that he doesn't quito know uho to talk to;
he doesntt have enough stafr to talk to all the people he
needs to talk to in the Federal Government to try to oven
find"out where to go for heIp ,

NOt'I, if' you have problems J thinl<:about your county
judges; thi·nk about your mayor-s uho have leas s tafr than you

have.

•

I submit to you, gentlemen, it is not a question --
it is not a question of the substance of the programs that
have been passed that the American people are upset about.

It is the manner of delivery; it 1s the administrative
monstrosity that is now hung around the neck of this country 0

That's where your problem lies.
So that the user believes then that the Governmen'i;

is inefficient; that it 1s wasteful; that there is duplica-
tion -- and you oan't oonvince them otherwise.

So given these two extremes -- the President who
does have a structure through which he can delegate authority

as he should with confidence of the polic1es being carried
out, anc-, on the other hand, the user who is completely
diSillusioned., disturbed and distracted about the ability of

the Government to meet their needs.

•
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to the President. La received no publicity. It ~HS not ou~

purpose to receivE) ic: out I 8.SSL;::>eyou t ha t the Y'8COniilcnc::>-

• agencieD be separate?

(portion inaudible).

\lJe then l"CCOil1!1iend.ed to t he Pres 1.dent:l and he ,

franldy made some very subs tE';i1ti ve and major changes after'
our necommenda tiona to hill1) but s in essence, what happened

was the reduction of eight depax tmerrt s in the fold, and theJ'
were designed on a functional basis.

Not,}, \"10 recognize, he r-ecognt.zee that you take on ,

you d:l.Eturb many r,pecial interests. You dtsturb the status

quo. No question about t.ha t . But in the r ea l sense, this

is to the credit of the recomuendation! no~ something to be
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•

fearful of, because, frankly, I must submit to you that I

think it is time that t'JG disturb the status quo with respect
to the administrative monstrosity we call this Government.
Because I thinl< there :i.sthat much of a er-rs is in the minds
of the people of this country.

'Jhey are not concer-ned about do Lng thincs in che
field of poverty to help people. The Amcr-Lcan people uant to
help people who are less fortunate than they. They crcn't
fearful of helping the mentally dLsuurbed , the mentally'
retarded. They are not worried about providing the water
resources this country needs. They are not worried about
health care for people •

It is not the substance of these programs that
disturb them, it is the monstrous cost, the inefficiency,
the dup11cation that has reached such tremendous proportions
that# frankly, the average citizen does not feel that he
has the capacity to cope with it. Anytime you get the
American citizenry in a frame of mind to where they are
rebelling against taxes, against school taxes, and water

taxes# and water bonds, and things of this essential nature,
you can be sura that you have a disturbed and distraught

citizenry. And when you even convince" .them that .this Govern-

ment has reached the point where it can no longer cope
with the administrative pr-ob Lema of delivering services to
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are.

one: tent,

so that at a lower loval) ov~n ~ rCJional lavel, 2 St~~8

•
and agencies; thct you hnV8 education in a number of

different areas) a~J so on down tne line. And wherever you

have this dispersion o~ ac~ivity on a functional basis, you

obviously have the very rou~dation disc0rd, discontent and

indeclsion, because it is not until we get to the White House

that we get a resolution to these problems.

One of the things that bothers the American people

today is the lack decisiveness. And people have a right to

expect that they get a decision from t he i r- Government and a

prompt decision, whatever it is, favorable or unfavorable,

they are entitled to a decision.
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•

Now, how do you get it? You get it by putting
funct10nal activities under the same tent so that you can
have a trade-off at au. Lovrer' level. So, if there is a dispute J

and there always will be disputes. I am not sure that this
is going to be a cure-all -- that itls goinG to bo a utopia,
because it 1s not. We are all human. We're still going to
have d1sagreements; l,\JeIre going to hav e empire bui:tding,
personal and department empire building, because this is
the way things are str-uc"cured. But; the only answer :Lsif you
can put these into departments where they have common purpose
and function, then there is a point at which you can get a
decision at a level even lower than the Secretary, much less

the President.
~he President of the United States cannot make all

the decisions that are necessary in this Government in these
t1mes 1n which we live.

Unless things have changed in three years, and I
bet you they haven't, your fear is not of what you do or wh.at
you know, but your fear, politically speaking, is of the
things you don't know about and over \'Jhichyou really have
no control," but for which you are going to be held

responsible.
Now,' a President can't make these deCisions. He is

not nowj he is not next year; and he's not a decade rrom
now, because his problema become greater all the time.

•
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recommended to :~lOU dS ,; cOrl:--·ol:!.c\uLi.on of the ageric :1.l'?S.

this.!!

consolidate tnee e c10P2l"~;:i.Cn-cG. Lc 2J:'C VCl"Y etf':1.c:Lent•

•
But~ if you stop a~d think for a moment of why it is

good, it is very simple, because it is based on the theory

and the prac tice ot: voluntary comp Lt ance , Voluntary

compl1.ance. NO\'J, if you thi ntc for a moment how effic ient it

would be if you d Ldn ' t have vo Iunt ar-y comp Ltanc e , You

couldn't hire enough agents or auditors.

Notrl you think hots vJell it t.s accepted, and you t hf.nk

how well other departments of this Government are accepted.

You hear all this tc.H.:: about welfare; you hear about
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poverty progl';".Hr:S, you flCXJl' about rlcaltl-l; a n« the P:ees-Lclent

This is ~h2t is ~chl

t' .: .L..: ! :.J

it might 1;'1011 , ~-.; •. -

\..> .• :. ." 1 \.; i ;

that.
, ") ~:.

,-' ~ ... '...... '~f

• wisdom.

'dhen you t ake <.,"111the e Loment n or' eir;l1t major

departments of thlu Govor~~ont and 9uC them into four, it may

in one of the pieces of tho J~Gcs~ puz%le.

5ubmitted to the Congr2ss 18 2. ~o~h201a plan; it is 8 wise

times in which we live and the needs of the people of this

country.

I would hopo chat you ~ould have your staffs look

at it; that you wuuld study it; and I know that unless you
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support it, it daean't havo a chance l~ ouCht to hnvG to pase

this Congress.

will be made infinitely oGsicr if this raorsan~2~tiou 012n

constituents, to your ju6ccs, to your mayors, ~hat you caD SO

Rcsources and you can get so anSDe~.

And that's Uh2t i~IS 211 about.

Thank you very mu~h.

(Applc;us8) .• tary.
such eloquence and vcxv e VJ(;; iV2::'(; 211 1:JCi~cd up on boa:rcl ;0..

and made some great saleable pol~ts th~n as he did today, He

always does a fine job.
I would hesitate to say that our next speaker is

the architect of the revenue-sharing program because I have

already said that the planning for that program came out of

much much study by lTJanypeople of both parties over the

years. Buf if he can j t be char-act er-Lzcd as the architect of

the program, at least we c:un say 1n the VIhite House that he 1s

the chief engineer, and also head of the construction gang
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ae many people who labored so hard under him to put together
the program knows so well.

NOt too long ago we changed our method of procedure
1n domestic affairs by creating the Domestic Council, a
Council that has equal stature with the National Security
Council which has operated so effectively for so many yca~3.

Selected by President Nixon to head the Domestic
Council Executive Staff', io John D" Ehrllchman, a very
competent man whom I am very pr-oud to present to you at this
time •

• (Applause)
STATEMEllT BY lVi.R 0 JOHN 1).. EHRLICHM!\N

... co:.

ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FOR DOMESTIC==-_____.=- --:c==r -====

MR. EHRLICHMAN: Thank you, Mr. Vice President,
Mr~ Secretary and distinguished Governors, ladies and

gentlemen:
Since the President's State of the Union Address, the

President has hosted all the Members of the United States
Senate and House of Representatives for breakfast over a
series of mornings. And at those meetings a presentation has
been made on the subject of revenue-sharing, which the
President has asked us to repeat for you here today.



•
well.

will be ready to go.

the Members or Co~grcsG with the undcrJ.ying thinking with

respec t to revenue ·-shar Lng , i'll1:l.ch, of' COUPS e.J is s:tmply to

make Government vJOrk better L'or the people viho ar-e the

ultimate recipients of' Government serv:tces; to move the money
and power closer to the people; to rG~.ieve the fiscal crises

of State and local gov er-nmerrt s -_.hod I might say there

that in making this presentation to the Congress, we felt
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•

•

obliged to expand the matter or evidence relating to the
f1scal crisis of State and local government. Believe it or
nots it 1s a ractual issue in some quarters 1n this City.

And sOs when you move to the Hill tomorrow to contact
your Congressional delegations, you may be interested in
determining the depth of conviction \'lhichthey entertain on
this subject of whether or not the cities in your State, your
respective states, really do have fiscal problems.

The objective here is to fill the local capacity for
better program performance and co respond quickly 1n slx
defined areas of National concern. And you will see that these
six areas -- education~ rural development, urban development,
manpower training, transportation and law enforcement -- are
the six classifications of the President's special revenue-
sharing proposal.

We had two cri tex'ion in developing the range of

options which were available to the PreSident -- two major
criter1on:

One is that any undertaking had to be equitable;
that because it was a National program it had to reach all
quarters of State and local government 1n an equitable

fashion.• And, second, that 1t did not requirethlrd-party
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action to be arructivo.

>,Cu.

Congress ncted and th~

::;:eo,

•
at the level 0:' ~\Ll.ii ::.:LLU.Gll.

In tho BGul1 ~YDU Qt ~ho bottom you will see --

generally understood. 1 noticed a newspaper story this

morning where a ma:lo~ ::H1hi t hac be ','las convinced that his

city would do less HeLL undor- li'cc1eral r-evenue -shar-t ng than it
is prosently doing under' tho Categorical Grant Program.

The proposal has boen Gt~uctured~ and the Bills
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are being drawn in such a manner that we can say with
def1nitiveness and with assurance that no city, no county,
no state will receive less under Federal revenue-sharing than

.1t presently receives under the existing Categorical Grant
Program, of which they are the beneficiaries.

Th1s $300 million ~eserve is simply to take care

of situations unusual situations -- where some locality
has an unusually high level of ca tcgo r-LcaI grant receipts ..

or the average level for years.
Now, we show i{he Congr-eaernen the gro\'Jthin Federal

• aid to state and local governments since 1962 on this slide
on the right. .And you will see a very dramatic curve of 1n-
crease. But the thing to remember, as the Federal a1d in-
creasesl so do the matching aid requirements increase, so
that more and more local taxes are soaked up in the blotter of
1ncreasing Federal par~iclpation.

One of the features that must be understood abo~t
the special revenue-sharing proposal, that is in the nature

/

of hidden treasure, is that special revenue-sharing money

does not br1ng with it matching- .r-cqufz-ement.e , The money comes
.

free of matching !'equ1:t"eme~ts.
Federal revenue-sharing involves about a third of

the present Federal Categorical -Proc)']amswh1ch affect states,
counties and c 1ties ~ And vil'·tuallyall of those programs
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have carried with them some local matching requirements. So

that as to about thirty percentcI: existing Federal Categol"icnl
Programs, the proposal is that "the locality be free trom
matching requirements.

The sliele on the lalft :ts i"ather obscure" buc uhat
it says is this: (fhat in fiscal year 19'71, Federal aid to
State and local governments waa at the leve 1 of appr-oxlroate ly

$30 million, and increased $8 million between fiscal '71 and
the fiscal '72 budget, which has nov] been sent; to the

Congress, an increase of -- oh, pardon me -- billion --

• from 30 billion to 38 billion, an increase of seven billion
nine or 26.4 percent.

This increase compared with the average annual in-
\

crease over the previous ten years, '59 to '69, of about

11.7 percent.
vJhat happened here wae simply that there was a

planned increase, a planned increase of $860 million for these
local government grants, and hypothesized for the fiscal year

P12 budge t in the budget planning.
The President added $412 million additional through

special revenue-sharing~ so that we are look1ng at a net
increase of' Ln excess of $L~ billion final question of gener-al
and special revenue-sharing.
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This $4 billion of increase or the $16 billion of
total distribution ar-e demonstrated in an upcoming char t ,

A booklet that yOll have bei'or'e YOu on the table, a br-own

publication of the Department of the Treasury is a compute!"
print-out of the distribution of general revenue-sharing.
The $5 billion among your ecat e , your counties and the cities
of your state eligible for general ravenue-sharing, you will
be able to refel" to that document at your convenience and

see what 1s proposed for distribution 1n general revenue-
sharing to each of the communities of' your State eligible
for distribution •

This $5 billion amount is a beginning base. It is
the result of a fOl'lmula applied to the personal income tax
base. And the formula for distribution of general revenue-

sharing pardon me -- the computation of general revenue-
shar1ng is 1.3 percent of that base; that i3, the personal

1ncome tax base of the country.
Th1s income tax base has been growing at the rate

of about 9 percent a year. And so in the last slide that we
will show you today, you will see that over a period of the
next eight years it is ant1cipated that the general revenue-
sharing fund will grow from the proposed $5, billion this
year to $10 billion eight years from now.
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•

Who shares? All fifty States and every city over

2500, every county and other municipal subd1vision.
The basis for sharing. A per cap:lta formula for

distribution, first of all, to the States, nlth a ·tax effort
adjustment. So that if'you have two States of comparable
population, one of \,Jhichis makf.ng a bettel" than average tax
effort, and the other is malring Lese than the average, national
average tax effort, the State making the gr-eatar tax effol't

will receive a greater share of the $5 billion of genena I
revenue-sharing funds.

Once that 1/51 at of $5 billion, once the State
share arrives in the State" the Governor wj.ll distribute it
among the political subdivisions of the State according to a
pass-through formula which has been worked out with this
Organiza~5ion, the League of Cities, the Organization of
Counties, 1n a usually agreed pass-through formula.

There is a bonus, however, of 10 percent if the
State and 1ts local municipalities can agree upon a locally
designed pass-through formula. Here aga Ln, this is a pro··

vision worked out in concert by the State, the counties and
the cities and simply ratified by the Federal Government 1n
this proposal.

What are the restrictions as to general r-evenue-



sharing? Essentially no restI'ict:lons on hovi the runes may be

spent as long as they 2re spent for a proper public purpose.
The Fedel"al Govermucn-cdocs retain the I-1ghi:';to re-

quire a report from the spendLng agency as to how 1t Pl"'OPOE\CS

•

to spend the money and bOH it dld in fact; spend the money,

and, of" couree , . it neta tna the :right of audit and Lnepec t t.cn,

Beyond that and the baa Lc Civil Rights guarantees, no ~::t!'ings
on the local decisions.

How does special revenue-sharing work?
Agatn , we are taHring about $11.4 billion, consisting

of $10.4 billion of money derived from about a third of the
existing categorical programs plus $1 billion in new money.

t'le then ask, ':\'1011,all right, in general r-evenue»

sharing the first year level is five and it increases to

$10 billionj what about special revenua-ahar-mg ?"

This, it is important to under-atano , is a matter-
for annual authorization and appropriation by the Congress.
If Congress feels that one of' the six classifications of
special revenue-sharing is not receiving enough attention, it

can focus more money at the problem under that classification.
The formula for distribution in special revenue-

sharing is .different in each of the six classifications. Just
as general revenue-sharing is designed to put the money where
the people are, special revenue-sharing is designed to put the



• thin\r: oucht to cc

classifications.

factors that they feel uhould bo weighted in as it~ortant in

the distribution of these ru~ds.

What are the ~eGtrictions?

Each of the pIeces of' legislation I'olating to special

revenue-sharing \J111 contain n ct2tutory definition of scope.
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•

they will be qeemed to be a proper expenditure.

It is up to the localities to decide how the urban

development fund should be apent ,

No\~you heal' a mayor say -' nr-1y goodness, they're

going to do away with our Nodel Ci tics Program." It's J.mport-
ant to understand t hac the money tl1at has been going to "the

city for that I>1odelCity Program \lJil1 cont Lnue to go to that

oity. The city \'1111not l'occive 1003 than it 1s r-eceLvtng nos ,

The President will not abo l.Lsh tilei!' l\lodel City Program. 'Ihe

Congress will not abolish it. The only people who can decide

not to have that Model City Program continue are the 1~1ayorand the

City Council of that city.
If they deem that to be the best way, the highest

priority for the expenditure of those funds, then~ obViously,

they will keep that program gOing and they'll keep the
personnel in place and the program will go on.

On the other hand, if they have gone for model
cities because there was Federal money there, and if they
didn I t get it somebody else 'l'Jasgoing to, and they put up

their matching money, and they infracted that Model City's
money, but they did so really wishing they could use it for
Borne other mum.c ipa1 purpose, then that local community will
have the option, for the first time, of diverting that money
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to a higher priority use, as the elected representatives of
the cities concerned.

That is where the future of these various ca~egorical
programs will be decided under this proposal, at the level
where priorities properly should be decided.

Now, we are only tall<:ingabout a third of' the cate-
gO:r:'1calgrant programs that the Federal Government now has
that ~late to States, counties and cities.

Obviously, there are many categorical grant programs
that can't be decided on a local decision basis that are

• pressed with such a broad national interest, or regional
interest, or inter-state interest, like the Inter-State Highway
Program, that they must remain a Federal Categorical Grant
Program, and there is no proposal for dismantling those pro-
grams at all. But in the yellO\>.1bootcl.e t that you have there

on revenue-sharing I think it's yellow -- it's either yellow
or blue -- is a list of the Categorical Grant Programs that
are proposed for uniting into special revenue-sharing~ and
at your convenience you can take a look at those and see what
wetre talking about as the 30 percent that we propose to be

folded in.
As the President said earlier, this is a proposal

that has been under study for two years. Many, many alternatives
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Our goal here usc to distribute funds larsely on tIm

If we uor~ to rCGcrallzG ~cl~are costs~ and we ran



50 percent~ enorSOU8.

ceGS 0:1:'
,

,,:':>..; \;;.,)

We are tryinz to Gt~uctur0 here 2 ?roposal for 2

• in scope. And, obviously, G distribution pattern of thi~ ~ind

doesn't do the job.

Mope i.mpor"G3.n"cly, :tt 2cally doesn't help local

government very much. Thora are vcr; few local sovernments,
and particu12rly CJti08, th2t have ~QGvy welfare costs. Only

in only two St~tc~.

this is a proposal i'or: 2 Cr180it :LOY' :)1;2I;e Lncome or c t her

taxes. You recall I said lJC had c:. Cl:':L ter-Lon tha t ':JantedD.



• without some action of a second or third party.
We run into the dlfficulty th~t 13 States presently

have no tax system that we can link to~ and, therefore, ~ould
require some arr rrma t.tveac t Lon on the car-t of' those 13
States, either an amendment of their constitutions or action of

their State legislatures.
In some cases, we ran into flat~out State constitu-

e.

tional prohibitions.
Again, we run into the fact that some States would

realize heavily the result of Federal tax credits~ while others
would be severely penalized. 'rhil1"(;y-sixneedy States 1.vould

be penalized and the wealthler States would be helped the most.
Again, the pattern on t he map, fiva S',ates would do less well
in general revenue-sharing up to 10 percent. Twenty-seven
States would do less If>Jellto betueen 11 and 50 percent; and
four States would be penalized over 51 percent.

I think it is generally recognized that the Federal
tax system responds more rapidly to need, to growth, or to
deterioration of urban centers than many State tax systems.
And so it is felt that we ought to have a linl<: between the
Federal tax system and the local problems 1f it is possible
to do on an equitable basis.

We looked at the Federal tax reduction alternatlveo

And this 1s a very direct and simple proposal that if, by
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•

golly, we can afford to send $16 billion down to the States
and localities, then we just cut Federal taxes $16 billion and
let the States tax those people.

Again, we miss a link between the taxpayer's pocket

and the locus of the problew_ Some affirmative action would
be necessary on the part of the Stutes in order to pick up that
money that wae left in the taxpayer-s1 pocket. And ~ more
critically, the taxpayers who do have more money now left in
their pOCkets under this plan are unequally distributed around
the country. So that \'J6 find again a disparity in distribution.
Five States would be less t'Jellorf under gener-a), revenue-
sharing up to 10 percent. Tl1.osear-e the ones in yellow. In
orange, 28 States, between 11 and 50 percent. And three
States in excess of 51 percent, or a total of 36 States who
would be worse off under Federal tax reduction, assuming they
could get into gear and r-oach that money, than they would be

under general revenue-sharing.
As the President said earlier, this is not only a

proposal to move money from the Federal treasury to the problems
of the localities, but it is also essentially a r~form
recognizing, as Secretary Connally said, that many of the
Federal delivery systems Rimply ane not working well. And
they can work better, the problems can be solved better with

•
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So if there are QucstlonG, Sec~8t~~y Connally and I will be

Mr. Vice President, aDd ~Q can c211 on the other folko;
Assistant Secretary ~cldcnbaum from the T~easury is hore, a~d

Dr. Ed Harper f'rorn cu.: D~af'.~·, and ()tl".e:r'~1. lJG Hill be 'fer'1 s:LaJ

to try and answer your qU28~].ons.
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• Are there any questions?
(Applause)

CHI\IRMAN ID."'.ARNES:Before we go into any d Lscuesion,
if there 1s any, 1 think -- I am probably more sensitive to

mispronounciation of a name than most peopleJ I have just
mispronounced -- it has been called to my attention _~ tlle
Governor of South Dakota, and I ~eG his pardon.

Now, is there any discussion? We would like to

•
confine it -- we will confine it to the presentation nBdu by

the very distinguished gentleman that appeared before you •
The Governor of' Colorado.

GOVERNOR RE!\G/\N: r·tt". Chairman, I have one question.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: The Governor of Colorado first,
and we will come back to you.

GOVERNOR LOVE: Do I under-a tand _...

CIL?\lliMl\N HE.!:l.RNES:Who is your quea tion posed to?
GOVERNOR LOVE: John Ehrlichman.
Do I understand that on the so-called special

revenue-sharing there are no formulas devised as yet. I am
thinking about the $3 billion in education. Is there a
formula devised or proposed for that distribution?

MR. EHRLICmv~~N: Governor Love, that is under study
and review right now. \'Iehave a working group very, very



e actively working on a hypothesis, which they are now checking

e with people on. The direction that that study is taking
indicates that that will be the most highly structured of the

six classif1cations, in order to be sure that money coming
down to the localities as special revenue-sharing, a certain
amount will go, for instance, to vocational education.
certain amount will go to Tit l.eI tJ1PCproblems, so it ·will
be more particularized in the restrictions on its application
than the other five class1fications; but it is still an
open question so far as we are concerned.

The first measure which we will send to the Hill is• law enforcement. And it is simply a codification of the
existing LEAJ.\ distribution formula technique. J.\ndso that
will be the easiest one for us to get around and get sub-
stantial agreement on.

I made a mistake about which my conscience back

here corrected me on. I said that your book refleoted cities

and towns down to 2500. He says that the size of the city or
town doesn't make any difference, but that 1s an arbitrary
census classification, but cities and towns smaller than that
are still eligible for general revenue-sharing. Is that
r~ght, Ed?

e· CHAIRMAN HEARNES: The Chair would recognize the
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w1th1n your constituencies and selling the private sectors in
such a fashion as they tlJillget behind the program in
correspondence and personal communication t'Jith the Members of
the Congress in whose hands f'inall;ythe succeaa or f'a i.Lur-e of'
any revenue-sharing must rest.

CHAIffi.1.l\N HE.!1.RNES: ·,'\3 I po t.ntod out to you bcf'orc ,

when we met nt the ra lee of the Ozar-ke at· the last Govern()rs
meeting, pursuant to your directive, ! appointed a sub-
committee of Governors~ chaired by Governor Scott of' North
Caro11na, Governor Mandel of Naryland and Governor Holton of

Vlrg1nia •

• At this time I will call on Governor Scott to speak

on behalf of the sub-committee.
STATENENT BY THE HONo.R.ABLE ROBERT \'1. SCOTT

GOVERNOR OF NOR(rI-I C-({ROLINA- -~. #-,

GOVERNOR SCorl'T: Thanlc you, I;lr. Chairman, Mr. Vice

President, Secretary Connally, !v1r.Ehrl:tchman and my fellow

Governors.
As the Chairman indicated, immediately following

thp M1ssouri Conference, the committee was appointed to look
into the rnatter. And he as ked Governor Holton, G-overnor
Mandel and me to represent the Governors' Executive Committee

• to carry out a special mandate of the National Governors'
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• it about. .And to express it in another way: The Governors
are wholeheartedly in tavor of' redistl'ibuting $5 billion, or

more, to the States and localities ,,11th no s tr-Lnga attached.

•

By necessity, 1'1emust r-caer ve judgment on the
$11 billion special revenue-sharing proposal.

Our failure to endorse this aspect of revenus-shuring
should by no means be !:'cgal"dedat th:i.D point as 3 ncga t:Lve

att1tude. Charlie Eyrley and his st2ff of the lfutional
Governors ~"Conferene e have been ins truc ted to work closely
with the Adminis tration and gaining a complete under-a tar.d ing

of this broad-based proposal. Consequently, t'Y0 asked --
at the Congressional level, we asked the National Administra-
tion to work with Mr. Byrley so that this Conference,
through its commt t tee , can also have a full understanding
and then be in a position to provide a positive response to

the special revenue-sharing proposal.
The National Governor's 1 Conference has been on

record in favor of this concept of l"evenu8~shartng since the

•

mid-sixties.
A vast amount of work has transpired since that

time and has resulted in a clear-cut decision, first adopted
in 1969 and reaffirmed a~ain at our meeting last year at
the Lake of the Ozar-ks,

Our position was developed t.n cooperation ~'!ith
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last Decembci.'.
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tions involved •

•

Federal income tax base.
Second, it should be a substantial amount.
Third. there aho u Id cc L co~t:in111ng ano pr'ed Lc t.a l.Le

annual commitment.
Four, revenue 8hould be for 2 general purpose of
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,

F1fth, revenue should be restricted -- should be
unrestricted as to use.

Sixth, revenue should be allocated to States on a
formula basis.

Seventh, the State should shara with local govern-
ments 1n accordance with a prescribed formula and process.

And, eighth, and perhaps most important of all,
the groups there at that; meeting "Jere unanimous in an agree-
ment to work together.

Now, all of the organizations worked effectively in
Atlanta and since then other meetings have been held and with
similar success.

In fact, Administration spokeamen have made it clear
that the President would like to support a plan which would
(word inaudible) all the State and local organizations in-
volved.

This challenge was accepted and negotiations
continued and finally resulted in the form of the Adm1n1s tra tion' E,

proposal which has bi-partisan support.

The Bill may be described as another example, I
think, of the art of political compromise. I am certain that
each of us will find certain flaws, and will undoubtedly
express our fears through the Congressional process.
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•

see it to save the :Federal system. The Federal system can
survive. Those compromises that wer-e made by the Founding
Fathers between the big and the little, between those ,,:'ho
would have a stronger central government and those who wou ld
have a weaker" are still valid compromises.

The Federal system is in trouble today because of
the disproportionate grot~th of the ceritna I government.

Now, I am aware of the backgr-ound of the grOl'Jthof
that centralized gover-nrnent, and I am awar-e that that bactc-

ground undoubtedly includes some neglect of responsibilities
at the State level, and my section contributed" I know, to
that negleot. But I believe in this Federal system, and you
do, and the reason we do, aa Governors, is because we know
that the problems we are talking about, most of them, can
better be solved locally, at the State level or by localities.
We simply need the additional funds that general revenue-

sharing would give us.
One word about special revenue-sharing. or course,

we must take a look at what is yet to be proposed in the way

of specific legislation •
I would like to direct myself specifically to the

argument that has been r-at.sed because i'l; would be more
responsive. those who raise these funds by taxes should have

•
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argument. .' r., , _......~ .L \.J

responsive than ~ho~c ~~~te lOGi81~tora and Governors 2nd

•

can come and go, but the star~s or thc£c Federal bureaucracies

go on ror-over- 0

I urge thG support of ~his because manifestly it

helps us meet tho needu of' t:1C people by the eleoted

representatives 1Jho are directly responsive to the people.

(AppIauso )
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•

GOVERNOR SH.I\PP: Mr. eha il~man•
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Is there any further discussion?
GOVERNOR SH.l\PP : l'l1r. Chairman.
CHAmMAN HEARNES: The Governor of Pennsylvania.
GOVERNOR SHAPP: I would like to address myself to

thls over-all problem of relieving our States and cities of
some of their very pressing financial problems.

Revenue-shaI'ing is like an apple pie and none of us
here are probably against it.

F1ve weeks ~go I assumed office of Governor of
Pennsylvania, and in that five weeks' time, I have come to
the conclusion that the revenue-sharing plan is not necessarily
the best plan that helps some of our hard-hit States.

I spoke out very strongly in favor of revenue-
shar1ng and also takeover of welfare when I was down at the
Governor elect conference in North Carol1na. And now that
I am Governor, my emphasis is shift1ng more to takeover of
the welfare problems rather than the revenue-sharing plan such
as announced here.

Perhaps my reason for this, next Monday the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania runs out of funds and I have to
start winding down the affairs of many of the services 1n
the Commonwealth unless we get a tax program through, and that

•

•
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• 1s t1ed up 1n leg1slature right at the moment, and I am sure
allot you know what that means.

The present plan, I don't th1nk, is sufficient
to solve either the 1mmediate or the long-range problema that
mr State faces, or many of the States face.

The V1ce President spoke a moment ago and stressed
the flexibi11ty that 1s built into the plan. I th:tnk the
main flexibi11ty to be built 1~to a plan to help the cities

;

and States 1s for the Federal Government to take over what is
perhaps becom1ng the most uncontrollable and one of the largest

• 1tems 1n our budgetj namely, the welfare, so that then we
would have more flexibil1ty in our budget beoause with welfare
taken over by the Federal Government, we would have more funds
to devote to the other programs essent1al in our States.

I propose that we have federa11zation of the
weltare prog~m. I th1nk the present call on pub11c
assistanoe is becm1ng more and more uncontrollable because
the Federal Government is setting most of the standards and
the oourts are testing those standards and every day more and

• more people are finding themselves elig1ble to come to the
welfare offices and they meet the criterion, and, therefore,
they get money from the States.

Now, the programs, as I say, are mainly Federally
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•
of that. If thio plsn could be edopted, I might say, the

Commonwealth of ~cnnGylv2Din and othor states would have funds
to relieve the comminity of almost all costs of public
education. .And this, in turn, ~'J0111d per-nu t the muntc tpa lt.t t.es

to use their revenues ror other essential services that they

must supply.
~bere are t~o other p~ocr2~s that I would like to

address also. The;'{a~('(;W,','!.

Pirs t J I th:Lt:[(VIC c it; Lcs o.ne!. S'(;8.tes should be able
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•

to obtain in advance from the Federal TX'easury or the
Federal Reserve under a pz'ogram of' special Federal arat'l money,
monies that are due them under Federnl grant formulas in any
given fiscal year.

This" :toeffect, uou ld provide additional ahoc k
absorbers for the Sta.te and local governments to permit
better fiscal planning and prevent chaos when the cities and
States run out of money.

f.lostcities and States have no such shock absorbers
at present because, unlike the Federal Government-, even in
the case of dire emergency (portion inaudible) deficit
planning. ThiS, of course, is the heart of my problem right

now in Pennsylvania.
Without such special drawing rights (portion

inaudible) international monetary agreements be quite similar
to Federal Reserve agreements (portion inaudible) many states
and cities in the near future may be forced to severely
slash vital services to the citizens, and result in chaos
that would rock the structure of our SOCiety.

For example, with such a plan now in effectm
Pennsylvania, we could obtain in advance those funds clearly
allocated by the Federal Government for our Commonwealth in
order to continue operating beyond the end of our fiscal year•



•
services •

•
our States and cities 2~a equally Dorthy.

by banks to private COil~::;o:(·:::.\;ions 7 such as Penn Cent r-a I and

Lockeed , If guar-ant coo ~J.:t."O provic3cd by t(10 I:'ederal Gov er-nrnerrt

for Penn Central, why ~o~ for Pcnn8ylvn~ia? IT they are
provided for' Lee tcecd , ~Jl1;} not ::.'0::: Loch Haven '?

I suggest to my :Gllow Govor~ars that we should be

these problems.
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I intended to present these resolutions to the
Ex~cutlve Committee, but I shall not, but I shall do more

','

study on the problem and present them as resolutions to the
September Conference. In the meantimeJ you \'1il1find the
yellow booklet goes into greater detail on the probram I have
Just spoken about here. Thanl<: you very much ,

(J.I,pplause)
CHI\IRMAN HE.!-\RNES:'.rhanl{ you, Governor of Pennay Ivant.e,
The Chair recognizes the Governor from New Yort{~

GOVERNOR ROCKEFELLER: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Secretary"

• Mr. Vice President and distinguished colleagues:
Seeing that Governor Shapp spoke on the subject of

welfare and since this falls within the Committee on Human
Resources, I thought perhaps it would be useful to say a word

because our Committee met this morning and we have some
recommendations to make in this field. But I would like to
comment briefly on the comments made by Governor Shapp because
he suggested all-out support of welfare as an alternative to
revenue-sha~ing.

I don't blame the Governor for his concern in view
of the situation which he found on becoming Governor of
Pennsylvania. The fiscal situation is a very serious one
and I admire tremendously his courage and his presentation



•
for California aDd would be 5rcat and I

benet'Lt more than any tHo ~jtL''. t03 in 'chis country. In raet j

we would get 51 percent or all the money. And Pennsylvania
might get up to about s:L:ty some percent.

So, fx'om my poi nc o1'vic.".: ~ th:Ls l'JOuld be great.

But as one uno \1:13 been in "(loLi_ t:LG;": tOl.> qut t e a long time,

it is uttcr-ly unr-ca Lt.s t t.c 'co expcc t Ut;:'.i~ tl10 Congress is going
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•

\lie can get corrections and assist them in getting
improvements in the system and I think that our committee has
some very important recommendations. But I think we vrou Id be
whistling in the dark if ue thought we vier'e goI.ng to solve
our problems in the State today by abandoning revenue-sharing,
wh1ch 1s one of the most exciting and significant concepts
presented by any President I think in the history of this
country and in order to save the Federal system as 1'10 knovi it

in our desperate scramble to get money -- and I am deeply
sympathetic with the problems of the Governor of Pennsylvan'la
I think the President today in his speech to the Governors
allayed a fear and concern which existed 1n many quarters as
to whether he really wanted revenue-sharing or he wanted the
issue.

He faced that very frankly -- he wants revenue-
shar1ng and not the issue.

Mr. Secretary, I think that we must speak here in
frankness and ..therefore, I would like to ask whether you
are ready to trade off revenue-sharing for reorganization,
as reported 1n the press? I have to say that because there
1s real uncertainty among political leaders 1n the Congress
and outside of the Congress as to whether the Administration.,
both' the Pres1dent and his repr@sentat1ves ac~ually want the
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revenue-sharing. This would be true also 6r Assistant
Secr~taries.

I think I know where we stand -- forgive me for
ralalng it, but I think it is important that this be clarified

so that we ~ll know where the Administration leader and members
stand on this issue so that we can, as Lndt.vt.duaI: Governors
take our stands and the effect will go to all delegations

'/
in Congress in the support of vrha t has been charac terized
as a major step in preserving and revitalizing the Federal

system of Government •

• Thank you.
,(Applause)
SECRETARY CONNALLY: Governor RockeTeller, may I

respond to you by simply saying that I have heard of no one
who is willing to trade off revenue-sharing for reorganization,
nor do I know of anyone who at this point in time 1s even
suggest1ng such a thing. I did not read the report to which
you allude, but I know there is no thought for such trade off
nor 1s there ,any thought of even compromise of e1ther revenue-
sharing or reorganization.

(Applause)
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Governor Evans?
GOVERNOR EVANS; Mr. Chairman, 1J like Governor
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•

Rockefeller, sympathize with Governor Shapp. We have had
constantly or 1n my term as Governor severe financial problems
1n our State, nothing like Pennsylvania faces now, and I

go along \.,ithall of m;y colleagues in sympathizing "dth him)
but I think we are in grave danger as Governors of losing
the opportunity for r-evenue-ss har-Lng if' VIe divide amongst
ourselves. The :present tenor of' Cong:ressJ it seems to me,

at least in my 0\'10 delegat:Lon, ta to be pretty skeptical of

reven~e-sharing.
Some four years ago when I met with my CongreSSional

delegation there was virtually unanimous enthusiasm for
revenue-sharing. I think they viewed it as an idea that they
would never have to vote on. But as it comes closer and closer
there 1s increasing skepticism 1n Congress and we are going
to have to exert every effort and have to be as united as
poss1ble if revenue-sharing is ever going to come about. And
I s1mply think \<1e are going to lose the battle if we divert

any effort toward the possibility of Federal take-over of
welfare or anything else.

It seems to me t hat right now is the time we have
got an opportunity for revenue-sharing if we work on each
1ndividual delegation in Congress, if we do our job and if we
do someth1ng that I have done 1n my State and Governor Nelson
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• Rookefeller has done in Now Yor-k..sometl1ing I thin\<:we all
should do, and that is to make personal contact ~Jith every
oounty exeoutive, every mayor in our oities and get them on
the baoks of their Congressional representatives.

\vesimply have got to be unified and now is no time
to lose that unity.

CHAIRM.AN HE.ARNES: Is the Governor from Washington
h1nting at the fact that even Congressman Mills may be a

buffer?

•
~Laughter)
GOVERNOR EV.ANS: I wou ldn I t hint any such thing.
CHAIRMAN HKn.RNES: .I.\nyfurther discussion?
GOVERNOR SHAPP: Nr. Chairman.
CRA.!RMA.NHE.t\RNES: Governor Shapp, before we go on,

the Secretary asked me to announce that the White House 1s
expect1ng the arrival of the Governors beginning at about

7:45.
Governor of PennsylvBnia.
GOVERNOR SHAPP: Nr. Chairman, I just want to make

this comment: I am not going to oppose getting Federal revenue-
shar1ng through. And I will certainly help if this 1s the
only plan that 15 going to go through because any dollar we
get from Washington to Harrisburg is going to help my problems.
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~ ../

vlhat I have pr-eaen t.ed here is a program which I

think in the long run is a muoh more realistic program to help
all the States because t don't know whnt your welfare programs

are in your States -- but Pennsylvania VJaS one of' the States
that gained under eve~"y one of' the o t her- programs outlined
except the FedGtral revenue-sharing plan. And we need the funds
but it does not help our immediat~ problems nor our long-
range problem.

I think we should give thought to this rising welfare
cost. It might be of interest to know that the percentages of
people on welfare in our rural areas of Pennsylvania are

greater than the percentages in our hard-pressed cities.
THE VICE PRESIDENT: I \'JOuldjus t like to Bay one or

two words about the matters Governor Shapp raises. And I,
too, have the greatest sympathy for any Governor who finds
himself in such a fiscal plight as the Governor of Pennsylvania

does.
I think it is :lmportant to remember that pouring

money into the existing welfare system is not exactly a good
investment. Since the President proposed his welfare reform
we have had added to the welfare rolls tl-m million new
reCipients of welfare at an additional annual cost of one and
a half billion dollars. I think 1t is slightly more than a
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And if even there is a reservation in your mind about
how strongly you are supporting our revenue-sharing program,

you have erod~d .to s ome extent the unified rr:3ssive
effort that this is going to take to get it through the

Congress.

•

CHAmMAN HE.ARNES: .Any further discussion?

The Qovernor from Colorado.
I can't see, 11m sorry, the Governor from Nevada.,

Governor O'CalJ.aghan.
GOVERNOR O'CALL~aHAN: Full Federalization of the

welfare program would really get us in trouble 1 feel~ and
eer10us trouble if the Federal administrators cont1nue to
create a web of policies and regulations that make the program
unworkable and entirely unresponsive to the American tax-

payer.
This suggested program, and put it into -- well,

taking over the welfare program, and the revenue-sharing
program really pulls up the real issue ~- too much 1ncompetent
administrat1.onat the National level is the real issue, and
the continuance of these r.ritles'.'JillDot be hal ted or properly
funded by any alternative offered at this point.

General revenue-sharing toJouldonly be excellent
if combined w1th,a well thouc;ht-out State-controlled welfare
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program.

•

Secretary Connally" if' your organization can obtain
this, then we are on ou~ way. But I don't think the family
assistance plan the Vice President referred to appears to be"
the answer. Though I can thoroughly understand what the
Governor from Pennsylvania is saying, I am afraid we might get
1n deeper if \'/econtinue going along the route we" have 1n
funding the inadequate programs provided thr-cugh the Federal

Government.
CJt.I\IRMANHEARNES: ,!\nyrur-thez- discussion?

I want to close this meeting "'lithone little word ,

Secretary Connally -- I am sure the engineer, as the Vice
Pres1dent said~ of reorganization, Mr. Ehrllchman, as engineer

of revenue-sharing" I have somewhere in my mind and heart
a fear that you are going to end up with a tough Job.

With no further discussion to come before the
meeting, the Governor from Arizona moves that we stand
adjourned and the Governor from Washington seconds the mot1on.
All 1n favor say "aye".

(Chorus of aye's.)
(Thereupon, at 5:50 o'clock p.m. the meeting was

adJourned. )
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PROCEEDINGS

CHAIRJVl.AN HEARNES G This session will come to order.

Will everyone take their seats, please, so that we
can begin the session. Everyone in the rear please take your

seats. We are going to begin with our reports -- I would like
to have courtesy shown to those making the reports and V'Je

cannot begin until you take your seats.
This lends to confusion if you don 't sit down; please

be seated 0

Thank you very much.
As 1 said at the beginning., this has been a very

fruitful stay in Washington. We have enjoyed ita It ~as been

enlightening but to hear more of this: it is the practice at

the r~l1d\'1interMeeting to call upon various c omnut t ee chairmen

to make a progress report. This is done, of course, in order

that all Governors have the benefit of what each particular
committee has learned from their visits with respective Com-

mittees in Congress.
We lunched today with House and Senate leaders~lp.

It was enjoyableo Of course, I wish to thank the Speaker of

the House for his hospitality.
The first cha~rman wh~ch I would like to call upon is

the chairman of the Committee on Law Er..forcement,Justice, and
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Public Safety. Along with his committee report, of coursel we

will present a very distinguished guest to this bodyo

1 would like now to call upon Governor Rus!3ell \'J 0

Peterson, Chairman of the Committee on Law Enforcementl Justice,

and Public Safety.
(Applause)

REPORT BY THE HONORABLE RUSSELL Wg PETERSON,
GOVEIt\lOR OF DELAWARE, CHAIRlVlANOF IrHE COf4f'UTTEE

ON LAW ENFORCEMENT~ JUSTICE, A~ID PUBLIC SAFETY

GOVERNOR PETERSON: Thank you} cna i.rman Hea rn es ;

Attorney General Mitchell, and fellow Governors. The members
of my Committee are Vice-Ohairman} Governor Burns of Hawaii;
Governor Anderson of Montana; Governor Camacho of Guam;

Governor King of New Mex1co; GovernOr Licht of Rhode Island;
Governor Walter Peterson of New Hampshire, and Governor Williams
of Arizona.

We are primarily concerned, of cour~e, with the n~jor

problem in America, the rising crime rate and what should be

done not onlJT to stem the tide in that very critical area, but

to do what is required to markedly reduce crime in our ~ountry.
And I think you will agree with me that there 1s one index of

the quality of life in Amerioa to the crime index. It measures
our failures -- our failures in the home, in the school, in the
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church, ~n the neighborhoods and Government, and so on.
And, since the cr1me index in America has been rising,

that 1ndicates to us that our quality of life has been deteri-
orating and ~t is fundamental that we take this more seriously,

that we get more resources to combat the problem and that we do
a better job of manag1ng those resources to reach our Qbjec-·

tives. And we believe that establishing some goal for reduclng
the crime rate would be a very worthwhile objective for America,

and during thecoming months through cowmunication with each of

you, we wish to discuss, get your thoughts on whether or not in

September we shouldn't adopt a national goal of cutting the

crime rate by a given amount by a given date.
We decided to reco~nend to our Executive Corr~ittee

that we change the name of our committee in order to emphasize
our objective a little more effectively -- to change the name
from Committee on Law Enforcement, Justice, ano Public Safety,
to the Committee on Crime Reduction and Public ~afety. We are

recommencing that to the Executlve Committee for consideration
so that we keep in front of us the great importance of being
concerned about the prevention of crime as well as the re-

habilitat10n of offenders.
I think you will agree that law, the Courts, police

and correctional agencies constitute only a part of the
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activities required to cope with this problem, and we need to

be more concerned about what 1s being done in the educational
arena ano 1n manpower traIning and in family structure, and
so on, to do something about this very serious problem in our

country.

•

We also believe that the Govenl0rs are in the best
position of anyone in America to manage and provide the leader-

ship necessary to get at this problem, to provide a climate in

their respective States so that the public and privat~ sectors
all pull together on this community-wide project.

And so it is appropriate at a Governors Conference to

seriously consiQer what we should be doing to spark and improve

our effectiveness in this area. We think it is particularly
important that we fit every young person, every young man and

every young woman into a career opportunity which they find
satisfying and rewarding.

We recommeno that the Federal Government consider
consolidating the 75 programs that are now operated by 16

Federal agencies into one block grant. These are all programs

vlJhlchare directed toward use and are very pertinent to this

problem of reducing crime; mainly preventing crime. And so ltl1e

recommend consideration of the block grant for use which would
encompass those 75 programs. We will treat the delinquent and
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nondelinquent as members of the same family.

Yesterday we had the opportunity to have lunch with
A ttorney Genera 1 John Mitchell and members of the LaV) Enforcement

Assistance Administration to talk about the Nixon Adrnin;i.strntion'si
plans in this area. We are pleased to learn that the Attorney

General and his staff are committed to these same broad objec-
tives about whiCh I have just spoken, and in their current plans

which will be announced shortly -- which the President will be
announcing shortly -- we understand there will be a minimiza-

tion of the guidelines over the various funds maae available
to the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration today.

I am perfectly pleased to learn of the nomination of
Jarris Leonard as the Administrator of LEAA.

We recommend to the Executive Committee of our

Conference that they officially apply to the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration for the grant of $352)000 for use by

our National Governors Conference to hire a staff that would
provide each of our States with the assistance in know~ng what

113going on around the country to bring expertise, training to
bear in our several states.

Our Committee recommends to the Executive Committee
that they consider making an application. This was not a
precedent. As you probably well know, our Conference of state
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Governors has previously mentioned programs relating to this.

We were asked by the Executive Committee of our

Conference to consider and carry out the establishment of a
subcommittee on the National Guard. We have responded to that
and I have appointed such a subcommittee which will be chaired
by Governor Forrest Anderson from Montana. And the other two

members of it will be Governor Jack Williams of Arizona ana
Governor Walter Peterson of New Hampshire. They, in turn, will

assign their Adjutant General to a task force which will also

include Colonel James Derrin of the National Guard AssOCiation

of the United States. And we will provide thereby a mechanism
for co~nunicating with the Adjutant General of our 50 States so

they can bring the proposals and suggestions to our Co~nlttee

and then if we approve of them on to our Executive Committee.

Governor Ray of Iowa recommended to our Committee

that we change the extradition procedures throughout the

country and he has prepared a proposed piece of legislation to

establish this new system and we will be sending it to each of
you Governors for your Qonsideration and later discussion.

I want to thank all of the members of my Committee and
the task force for the work they have done in preparing thi~

report and we look forward to discussing it in more detail with
you ~t our September meeting.
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And now it 1s my privilege and honor to introduce to

you the Attorney General of the United States, the Honorable
John rllitchell for any remarks that he \'JOuldlike to make and,

in so doing, I want to thank him on behalf of all of us
Governors for his cooperation in thf.s very Impoz-t.arrt field.

(Applause)
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN MITCHELL,
ATTO&~EY GENERAL OF THE UNITED STATES

•
MRa MI~CHELL: Governor Peterson, Your Excellencies,

actually I was just brought here as a professional witness in

case the Government needed any baCkup.

I will affirm the fact that we had a good and frank

meeting yesterday with this Committee. Needless to say, we did

not agree with everything he and his Committee had to say, and

they certainly didntt agree with eVerything we have been doing.
We do have in the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis-

tration a new program that was barely on its third budget. It
is, of course, with its growing pains creating numerous problems,

I think it is coming of age and will be very very effectlv~ in
the fields for which it was created, and that 1s the restructur-
1ng of the criminal justice system in th~s country.

I believe that you gentlemen are well cogn1zant (,f the
fact that our criminal justice system was more designed, as it
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currently exists in many places, for the 18th and 19th C<:..nturies

and not the 20th Century in which we exist.

We have to approach the criminal justice system which
is composed, as Governor Peterson said J of not only our lEHv

enforcement establishments, but also our Courts and our cor-
reotional institutions as a total unit to approach the problems

that we have to face.
With respect to the President IS message, it will be

one of the six special revenue messages which he will send to
Congress. The subject matter is law enforcement.

It \'I1i11provide more money than was intended under
the exist:tng budgetary provisions and it 'VJil1provide the
monies to the states under a concept where the States will have

a greater latitude in their expenditures than they had under
existing legislation.

We think it is important that the Governors and their
State planning agencies be the ones to ascertain what in the

cr.imina1 justice system in their states needs to be addressed

and what are the priorities. We feel that this new vehicle

will provide the wherewithal to carry out this programo

One aodltional comment that I made to the Governors

who met w.~th us yesterday ..our requests for appropriations in

the field of Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
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particularly with respect to the block grants, have been re-
lated to what we felt proper expenditures could be made by the

States and be made usefully. We wanted to make sure that this
program which 1s being launched was well operated and that the
funds were well spent. We have, however, testified before the
Congress and have stated publicly, to the extent that we find

that this area of criminal justice can use more money" through
the block grants to States, we would be glad to go back to the

Congress for supplemental appropriations.

One last thought, and that 1s that in the administra-
tion of this program at your State level, you recognize that
the block grant concept of the LEAA was the forerunner of
much of the concept of revenue-~haring. And this is why I would

hope that all of you gentlemen and your staffs would devote the

greatest possible attention to the administration and execution

of the programs that are recipients of these bleck grants to

the end that we will have a living example of how revenue-sharing

can work and deny many of the allegations that have been made by

the opposition to the concept of providing Federal monies in

block grants to the States for their use.
I think it is the best guinea pig that we have at the

Federal level and} hopefully~ it can be made a shining example

for revenue-sharing to come.
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I think; Mr. Chairman, that those conclude my

remarks.

•

If there are any questions that you gentlemen have,

I \'1Iil1 be glad to answer them v"Jhile1 am here.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Are there any ques t Lcns for the

Attorney General?
Governor Ogilvie.

GOVERNOR OGILVIE: No, I don't have a question. 1
would just like to emphasize the poIrrtyou just made that this

block grant approaoh is the greatest thing that has happened to

law enforcement in this country in a long long time" We are
using it very effeotively in Il1inoi5. We can see our crime
statistics starting down and it is something that deserves the

attentlon of the Governors because, as you point out, here 1s

a way you can prove if we can get this kind of thrust from the

national Government and Congress" and make it work; we can
extend it. I just want to say that it is an accomplishment.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Tha'nk you, Dick, with your

assurance, this was not staged.

(laughter)
I ltJillexpress my appreciation to you and your

special guest. We do appreciate your appearance here and we

hope you will visit us again. I will say on behalf of those
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who have been here more than three years, it was a long and
bloody battle to get where we are in LEAA and wh1c.h ycu r

predecessor and I assure you that the Governors will d o the

very best they can to make the system \'Jode.

(applause)

I would now like to ask the man that I served with for

many years, the Chairman on the Committee on Human Resources who

was kind enough, along with Governor Hampton of Utah to allow
me to vis1t with them as they made their visit to Congressmen
Mills and Byrnes and then on to Senator Longo

Governor Rockefeller's head is somewhat bloody but

it is still erect. I would lil{e to ask him to make a report
at this time.

REPORT BY THE HONORABLE NELSON ROCKEFELLER,

GOVERNOR OF NE\lJ YORK, CHAIRMAN, COrtu'VIITTEE ON

HUMAN RESOURCES

GOVERNOR ROCKEFELLER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
fellow Governora, ladies and gentlemen.

We lost our stalwart on our Committee because he

became your National Cha1rman, but the Committee now Ls composed

of Governor Docking as Vice Chairman, Governor Evans, Governor
Ferrer, Governor Guy, Governor Love, Governor MoKeithen, Governor
Reagan, Governor Scott and Governor Westa
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Our staffs met and reviewed the proposed material for

the Governors Comm1ttee meet1ng. We then met as a group
yesterday, a very good meeting, a very lively meeting, full

discussion. There were important additions made to the con-
ceptual thinking of the Committee.

Governor Reagan made some very interesting and
significant observations about experiences in a study going on

in his State \lJhichcontr-rbuteo very importantly to the thinking

of the Committee and it was reflected in our discussions with
the two Committees on the H1ll.

We are very grateful 1ndeed to the generosity of

Wilbur Mills and John Byrnes for their time. And t'Jethen had

a very good meet~ng with the Senate Committee.
I think it 1s fair to say that in these discussions

that there seems to be a growing awareness of the magnitude of
the fiscal problem faced by State and 100a1 governments in

this country, and that it is one that 1s not gOing to be met

by bus1ness as usual. And that while Congress oannot act and
even the Governments could not act that the buck stops.
Unfortunately, we -- Harry Truman says it StOPl3 :inWashington

and that is what we are working on, but the problems stop

at the local government and there is nothing that they can do
so that the crisis is going to come in the citi~s and the urban
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areas of the industrial States. In the s tate governments wh:l.ch

duz-Lng the past ten years have been Lno r-eaeLng'Ly helping, the
local governments are getting to a point where they are unable

to do what is needed.

Now our area of'discussion in the Committee of Human

Resources is not revenue-sharing although this did come into
the diScussion becausa it is one way, one quick way, of meeting

the crisis that our Committee in 1/GS report to you states as

follows:

•
'~lthough revenue-sharing is not within the specific

responsib1lity of the Oommittee on Bumen Resources, the Com-
mittee w1shes to express its support for and urge prompt

enactment of the President's general revenue-sharing program. Ii

Such a program woutd be a major first step toward

helping the States and local governments meet their fiscal
crises.

We then go on and treat with the maj()r subject of

concern to the Committee; namely) Federal assumption of costs

of welfare on a phase baSis) whiah was adopted in 1969.
Enactment of universal health insurance program) which was

also adopt ed that year. Substantial additional Federal aid to

the aging, which was adopted that year, and consolidation of
the Federal Manpower Program with increased Federal assistance
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to promote job opportunities.
I will take these up in that order.
I might say that in a little blue folder whicn you

may find on your desks the magnitude of the fiscal problem
llJhichis the backdrop aga Lnst which we discussed these questions

1s outlined in brief.

The Committee on Human Resources supports the basic

Now, on welfa.re, as I mentioned J Governor Reagan

brought in Importemtly the fact that we as Governments and

local communities do not have the power to carry out the intent

of Congress in mak Lng available assistance to those j.n need and

• at the same time avoid making available assistance to those who

are not 1n need in terms of the intent of the legislat1on, but
who through loopholes are able to get assistance in one form or

another which is amounting to hundreds of millions of dollarso
~And so we lnoorpo:rated in our discussion and our recommendations

the recommendation that the Congress and the Executive Branch
remove those rest:rictions which J.1mlt our capacity to cope with
the problem locally. And he may want to speak on that subject

to the group here.

concept, reading now from the report wh;tch you have before you,

"The basic concept of the President's proposed family assistance
program as a step towards the accomplishment of the goal, and,
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particularly J the Comma ttee urges enac trnerrtof prov isions t ha t

would provide incentive to welfare reCipients to work. At the

same time the Committee urges that Federal legislation and
regulations be revised to allow a rational system that will
limit the possibilities for abuse through a reasonable and
realistic ceiling on amounts of inoome a publiC assistance

•

recipient may receive, and more effective review and control
over eligibility to help assure that adequate funds arc avail-

able for the truly needy.

"In order) however, to provide LmmedLate fiscal

relief for all States and localities and the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico and the territories, the Corr~ittee urges that the

following actions be taken as interim steps toward 100% Federal

financing of welfarefl
-- and I read the first thr-ee major

recommendatlons~

Increase of Federal aid, one , This is"(a) the
enactment of legislation providing for an increase in the

Federal share of the cost of existing welfare programs, in-
cluding medicaid and administration, retroactive to January 1,
1971, in order to provide immediate financial relief to stat.es

and localities from the escalating and overwhelming burden of

welfare ."
(b) Adult categories:
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"Effect;i.veJuly 1, 1971, transfer the present pub l.J.c

assistance programs for adults -- that is old age assistance --

aid to the permanently and totally disabled and aid to the blind,

to the Social Security system. Funds from Federal general

revenue would be provided to the Social Security system to
finance the increased cost. ~tate and 10C'a1 costs for thpe,e

programs are estimated to be $1,700,000,000 in 1971- 1729 n

11 ( II '"'c) State and looal expenditures: the enactment 01

an absolute ceiling on State and local expenditures for welfare

•
by providing that no State or locality would have to spend in
1971-'72 more than 85% of their expenditures for welfare in

calendar 1970. This would result in a decrease in State and
local expenditures for AFDC in 1971-72 of an estimated
$1 billion $100 million dollars ~II

I would then go on to health. 1 might say that our

estimate generally is that $10 billion this year is needed to
meet the Federal share of the growth in state and local expendl-

tures, and these items, as you will note, add up as we go along

and we are trying to be helpful to the Congress in finding ways
in whiCh they can act within their own framework of a program
that will be meaningful eventually.

Under health, the Committee on Human Resources
supports the prinCiples set forth by the President in hls recent
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Health r~essage.

And now 1 quote, IlNoAmerican family should be

deprived from obtaining a reasonable and basic standard for

medical care by inability to pay, and applauds the President for
his recognition of the need for national health insurance.

"The Committee, howev er , has not yet had time to

analyze the details of the President's propo6al ana looks

• liThespecific recommenda t Lons of the Committee are

forward to the submission of the actual legislation and the

opportunity for public discussion of it and other related
proposals.

as follows:

"(a) Nursing home care. Delete the provision in

HR 1 that the Federal matching percentage for care under
Medicaid in the ekilled nursing home be reduced by one-third

after the first 90 days of care in a year.

"(b) Care in mental hospf.taLs , Remove from the
provisions in HR 1, which would reduce by one-third the Federal

matChing share for care of patients in mental hospitals after

90 days of oare and provide no Federal matching after one year
of such care during an individual's lifetime.

"(c) Immediate care: Delete the provision from
HR 1 that an intermediate care facility would not include an
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institution of mental disease or defects.

"(d) Puerto Rico and the Territories: The Committee

recommends to consolidate and provide for the elimination of

set-asides currently applied to the Commonwea Lth of'Puerto

Rico and the Territories."
Under education, the policy position of the National

"'rheCommittee on Human Resources urges that action

Governors Conference calls for the assumption by the Federal
Government of a far greater responsibility for financing of
education. However, for the third cons e.sut Lve year, the

Federal share in the cost of elementary public education has

• dropped. The Federal sbare for this year, it is estimated at
6.9%, the lowest level since 1964-65. The total cost of prirr~ry
and secondary education to State and vl.oca l governments is

$41 billion. This accounts for 40% of all the money we spend

at the state and local levels and the Federal share is only

6.9% despite the fact there were over 100 categorical grants
and we have to fill out 21 State-wide plans.

Our speCific recommendation on Federal funds:

be taken to increase substantially Federal aid to State and
local governments for education. Specifically, the Committee

. "urges the Federal government, as an interim step, pardon me,
'lnitial step, finance in 1971-72 at the very least 10% of the
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total cost of elementary and secondary school education, based

on 1970 expenditures.
"This would result in an increase of FederaJ. aid of'

about $1 billion $200 million.
Consolidation of Federal programs:

The Committee applauds the President's announcement

that he intends to propose legislation to consolidate Federal

education programso
The National Governors Conference has long supported

consolidation of Federally funded programs for eduoation and

urges that such action be taken promptly"
The Comrm t t ee stresses, however, that Federal funds

from consolidated programs must be' significantly greater in

order to reflect the normal load that would have t aken place
had the existing programs remaLned in effect."

Then, skipping to Manpowerl as the last of our

recommendations:
"The policies of the National Governors Conference

called for the enactment of Federal legislation which would

consolidate Federal manpower programso

"Recommendation: The consolidation of programs. II

The Presldent has announced that he intends to submit
to Congress legislation to cone rnrcate existing manpower programs 0
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The Committee urges the prompt enactment of such

legislation.
The Committee also urges that the legislation pro-

vides that Governors be given both the responsibility and the

authority to develop and implement a coordinated State manpower

program.

•

Governors should assure that States have a compre-
hensive manpower agency which has the capacity to administer and

unify the system of manpower services.

(b) Job Opportunities:
The Committee urges that Federal action be taken

to provide job opportunities and training as a transition to

permanent employment for those who are unemployed or under-

employed because of adverse economic conditions.
Such a program would be Federally financed and allow

for contracting with private sectors for job opportunities.
The Committee, therefore, urgently requests the

Federal Government to aot promptly on these proposals also~
Gentlemen, that is the extent of the recommendations.

I think that one of the thing5- that clearly comes out of this
meeting, and I want to oongratulate our National Governors

Chairman, i5 the importance of the aontact between the Governors
and the Congress. No longer can the three levels of Government
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operate independently of each other because no one of us can

meet the nation's problems alone, and I think it is essential

that there be developed, such as was developed this morning

in the Senate Committee, the suggestion from the Senate Finance

Comnu.t t ee that the Governors create a Committee of three tech-

nical people to work with them in the development of legislation.

I talked to John Byrnes and he auid they would like

the sameo This would be true of Welfare. If we can start

doing this, so that they ~onlt pass programs and then when we

go to execute tho~e programs they find out that they weren't

really what they thought they were going to be and then when

we ask for the money they say we never expected it was going to

be that kind of request.

I think we can save a great deal by much closer

coope ra t ton and I think, Mr. Chairman, your leadership here

today and yesterday has contributed immen.sle:i" to Doth the

atmosphere and the substance of this relationship.

Thank you very much.

{applause)

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: There may be some discuss10n or

questions to pose to Governor Rockefeller, but I think before

we do that or open it up for discussions and questions; another

Committee also visited at the same time, and I would l:U{e to
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calIon Governor Rampton of Utah for comments and then we i,\iill

open up the discussion.
Rli:PORTOF THE HONORABLE CALVIN L. RANPTON,

GOVERNOR OF UTAH, CHAIID~N] COMMITTEE ON

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT AND FISCAL AFFAIP$

GOVERNOR P~MPTON: Gentlemen, as was the case with

Governor Rockefeller1s Cornmft t ee the fact that the subject of
revenue-sharing was being handled elsewhere did not preclude our

t.a Ik.Lng about it. It is much like the subject of sex at a
bearts bull session. Whatever, we started talking about, we

ended up talking about revenue-sharing 0 It appears to be a

matter very much on the minds of most of us at the present time.

In our Commf t tee , we are not entirely certain as to
the division of responsibility in reg81~ to revenue-sharing
between our Committee on Executive l'rlanagement and fiscal affairs

and the Special Subcommittee.
At the time the Special Subcommittee.was appointed, I

assumed we had in mind only general revenue-sharing and we need

further direction frum the Exeautlve Committee as to whether
or not special revenue-sharing in the six categories that have
been indica teo should be handled by the Spec~al Subcommittee

or by the Committee on Executive fllanagement and Fiscal affairs.
We feel that this should be determined very quickly
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because it is our understanding from presentation made here

yesterday that the President's proposal .tn these six categories

will start moving to the Hill within the next few days and it

is quite important that we be in a position to react to the

proposed formulas in each of the sections that are being set

up_ So I strongly recommend that tpat matter be determined be-

t'or-e we get away from here, if we could, Pllr. Chairman 0

Other matters that our oomraittee decided should be

reviewed am reports made on during the interim between now and

the fall session are the question of Federal government, not so

much that we should tell the Congress how it should structure

the upper Federal government as we have a desire to be able to

react to the new departments as they are created. BecausE

what the s t ruc to re of the Federal Government 1s o.;f'feets very

largcJy he.\,] we deal \",l..ththem on a S tate level. And so it is

highly important, we feel, that we should follo'w closely the

matter of reorganization and where we feel the input from the

Gover~ors Conference to the Congress in this field might be

helpfu~ that it should be providedo

We feel that we should watch the questions of multl-

State regional commissions. We understand that it has tenta-

tively been decided by the White House to recommend the

folding of the Title V commissions as well as Appalaahla into
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one of the six speoial revenue-sharing categories. We f~el that
we should wal.t to see what is aotually done and then the atti-

tude of the Governors Conference should be mad e known to the
Congress in regard to this mat t er-,

There are four special fiscal issues which \lJefeel need
review and watching over the next few months. These are the

questions of Lnt er-est exemptions on Sea t e ano Municlpal Bonds,
both conventional bonds and on the industrial revenue bonds.
The taxation of Interstate business. The question of a Federal

value added tax and the proposed overview of the State and

local property taxes, It 1s the general feeling of our
Committee that this 1s not and should not be the concern of the

li'ederalGovernment and we felt that our ~olmIlltteein this
Governors Conference should be in a position to react rather
rapidly if .. in fact, this proposal begins to take on momentum

in the Congress,.

We visited th1s morning with the Ways and Means
Comm1ttee along with Governor Rockefeller's Committee. 1 think

it is fair to say that the Chairman of the Ways and Means-

Comm1ttee and the Senior Member of' the Minority showed a
concern and an understanding of the plight of the cl~1es

and of the State, but, at the same time, I think a frank
appraisal would have to .i~1dicatethat general revenue shaz-j.ng
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at the present time at least faces a very rough road in

that Committee.
In regard to the specisl revenue-sharing, although they,

like we, are waiting to see the fine print, generally the
attitude of the two gentlemen towards special revenue-sharing

appeared to be favorable even if it required addlt:Lonal monies

to those obtained from the phased out programs.
The members of the Committee on Executive l'o'!anagemen't

and Fiscal Affairs, in aedition to myself, are, Governor

Ha thaway of \'JiOming, Governor Anderson of fcl1nnesota, Governor

Askew of Florida.llGovernor Bumpers of Arkansas, Governor Dav rs
of Vermont, Governor Dunn of Tennessee, Governor Lucey of

Wisconsin, and Governor Ray of Iowa.
Thank you.
(applause)
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: If the Chair recalls o cr rect Jv ,

the Subcom.l11itteeon Ceneral Revenue Shar.lng was appoin~ed

pursuant to action required by the Ex ecu t fv e Committee of the

National Governor's Conference as a whole. I personally believe

that that subcommittee has its hands full with that one par-
ticular subjeat~

I note a quorum present of that Executive Committee.
Unless I hear objections from that Exeeutlve ~ommittee, ~~
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Chairman, I would point this subject matter of'special r-evenue

sharing to your Committee.

Hearing no objections -- no objection --
GOVERNOR RAMPTON: With that understanding then,

Mr. Chairman, as the pr-oposa Is come from the VJhit~ House and
the proposed formulae beoome known, our Committee will take the

responsibility of corresponding with, not only our own ro~~ittee
Members, but with all governors to get their rea9tlon to the
proposed formula and let you know so that you can make the

att.i.tudeof the Governors Conference known to Congress ~
eHA IRMAN HEARNES: 'I'hankyou.

GOVERNOR HO~TON: Mr. Chairman.
CHAIRMAN HEAID~ES: Governor Holton. Is this discussion?

~oller:npr~ol tors of Virginia 0

GOVERNOR HOLTON: Mr. Chairman, r would like also,

while we are on this inquiry, and this inquiry comes from me

as a member of that spec IaI Subcommittee on Revenue Shqz:i~~! and
1 say this: it was my understanding last summer that w~ pad

near unanim1ty among the Governors 1n favor of the gene~al
idea of general revenuersharing.

I see,~ysel~n9 lessening of the support among the
Governors for th~t idea, the one proposed by Senator Musk1~
and ope proposal by the Adrnin1stratlQn. They are basically ,the
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operated throughout the time we were appointed on the assumption
that this near unamln1ty still exi0ted. Now, we have got a

number of new folks and I think we ought to be cand ld about ;i t ,

My judgment is the t we are still very nearly unan tmous on '(.11.::.s,

but I read in the press some little different suggestion, but

I would just 1nquire whether any of the Conference's

it seems to me as we sit here and debate thin thing for a couple
of days that the alternative to take over Federal welfare as a

substitute or as an alternative for general revenue-sharing
becomes not only leas feasible tut less praotlcal because it

• doesn't help enough of us. The alternative 1s becoming less
att raccIve , Now if anybody disagrees VJ1th that I wou Id llke

them to tell me so because I am on a Subcommittee supporting it
and I want to know where 'i·re stand Q

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: I think the Governor from Virginia

1s pOinting out the fact all of us recognize since the National

Governors Conference at the Lake of the Ozarks some 19 additional
governors are 1.'lCH part of the conrer-enc e , The Subcommittee was
following the mandate of the Conference as it existed.

Governor's present who are older Governors or the tie« Governors 11'

they would like to make their own ideas, or give their own
ideas about revenue-sharing.
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GOVERNOR McKEITHEN: Mr. Chairman, I am a member of

Governor Rockefeller's Committee and I apologize first to you

and the other members of the Conference for my absence yesterday,

but we have Mardi Gras in New Orleans once a year, and there are

a million constituents there --
(laughter)
Tpe Governor of Virginia invited comments from various

Governors.
I have talked to a number of the leaders of Congress

about this proposal, and Members of Congress who are not leaders,

I have spoken with them. I honesiily must say that my conver-
sations with them lead me to believe that our chances of getting

Federal revenue-sharing, as the President said in his address
to Congress, without strings attached and without certain con-
ditions attached to it, are very s11m indeed. I am very fearful

that if we push forward with revenue-sharing, what we are going
to have is additional Federal grants; telling us exactly how that

money 1s to be spent, how many employees we are to hire and

the way it is going. That is my candid opinion from my discus-

sions with various Members of the Congress. I think that the
likelihood of our getting the Federal Government -- and I think

we should say this \'lithouthesitation -- our own Federal Govern-
ment to partiCipate more fully in the various programs they now
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have in effect and eventually, and I would hope nct to take

over the financing of the various programs of which they have
virtually assumed control already -- and I speak, specifically,
of course, irr~ediately of welfare. Ands as I say, I am sorry
I was not at the Committee ftleetingyesterday when I und er-st.and

Governor Rea::::;angave many examples of the s1 tU2 tion in Califorl1i;:,'..

But I think our likelihood of getting this is much better than

just a pure revenue -ehar.mg plan. I don It think there is any

likelihood at all of our getting a revenue-sharing plan without

str5.ngs attached to it. That is what I get from my ~onversa-
tions with Members of Congress.

The Governor of Virginia asked for comments and I

think it is fair that I should give ~hem. I think our chances

of getting additional money from the Federal Government are
virtually nil.

I can't conceive, for example, of my own delegation,
through the seniority system, ana I think through their own
efforts, and they have demonstrated ability to lead~ but I just
can't oonce~ve of that delegation voting additional taxes or,
as you sa1d today, Mr. Chairman, increasing the Federal debt

limit to g1ve us adcit10nal money to do with as we pleaseo
If they are go1ng to give us that money and have to

raise additional taxes to do it, or raise the debt limit to do

it, I think we can certainly reason that they are going to tell
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US how to spend it. That is my candid observation and I would

not have said that had the Governor of Virginia not invited

comments.

welfare
I think the likelihood" as I say, of their taking over

and it should be taken over -- for example, a family

•

in Mississippi, as far as I am concerned gets less from l~I'lfare

than a family in Louisiana gets. That is true today. If the

people in MiSSissippi, for example, ever are given the good

word or get the message that they can move 'GO Louf.sf.ana Lm-

mediately and increase their welfare payment two or three times

over, we can all make some investments in the Greyhound Bus
Lines stocko Some of you States are even more liberal than

Louisiana.
(laughter)
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: I thf\:1k the Governor from Louf.s t ana

in the state for welfare.
GOVERNOR McKEITHEN: That 1s one of the pressing

reasons why the Federal Government should take that program

over.
We have attempted to get children off the \'lelfare

rolls, and we have attempted to improve our welfare programs

but the JUdiciary has traditionally and consistently stricken

it down. The~quirement that you must be in Louisiana a yeRr
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before you could get itJelfare-- the Judiciary st ruck it down.
The man in the home, a person in the home able to work should

be made to take care of their little chJldr0i.'l,the Federal
Judiciary struck it down. And we are virtually helpless about
our own pr-ogram, The only thing we are called upon to do is

pay.. vJe have a lot of' indigent people in our state in desperate

need. As the rolls get; larger 1 .we are forced to cut down the
payments to those in actual n~ed.

I think we have a strong argument, as you mayor may

not agree, t;o have the Federal Government take over the welfare

program.
I think the chance that this Congress is going to give

us a lot of money without telling us precisely how it should be
spent, I think is annos t nil.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you verY much.

GOVERNOR McKEITHEN: I made this statement because it

was invited by the Governor of Virginia.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: I know he appreciates discussing

this matter.

(laughter)
GOVERNOR McKEITHEN: He asked for cand1dnesso

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: At least the indication here, as

far as the Chair is concerned, I think Governor Holton and
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Governor scott and Governor ~landel feel that they' have to hear
not only from the Governors who they have served with before,

but the new Governors, and they have inv5.ted th:i.s discussion

and I think '.t is very healthy.
The Governor from New York has sought recognition to

respond briefly and the Governor from California and the

Governor from North Carolina.
GOVERt.~OR ROCKEFELLER; f4r 0 Chairman and gentlemen,

just in response I have t\oJOobservations. ~Je have a deLegat Lon ,

a large delegation here from New York. The Republicans have

all supported the bill and all but two of {~he.Democratic members
have been opposed to it; however-, all. of our delegation, or

virtually all of it, is in agreement that if revenue-sharing
came out on the floor of the House now it would pass, I think
this is a very significant thing. So when a distinguished
Member of our Committee feels that it won't pass, in my oplnioD
it 1s an appraisal of the leadership.

Secondly, I would like to sort of predict maybe that
the following would happen, that if action 1s not taken to re-

lieve this crisis that we will go through into the summer and
the cities are the ones that are going to be under tremendous

b1nds. The finger in the cities 1s going to be on the Congress-
men. There Ls no other plaa e tha t any'Jody can go fer money.
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The States haven't got it, the cities can't raise it and I thlnk

towards summer- the Congressmen from our big cities are gaLlE'; to
have a very, very strong change of heart and they are going to

"ibe down here with a different attitude. And I think maybe we
are going to see a change because it is the only way that money

can be gotten to all of the State~ and all of the cownunities
on an equitable basis. You can't do it through welfare. We

would love to have welfare taken river. It would be $2 billion

for Nev-] York, and again, there i~ no pIaoe else for them to go

for it. So I think they are going to come out ~ith revenue-

• sharing before this Session 1s over •

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Before recognizing the Governor from

California, it just seems to me that in September we will find

out who has the best orystal ball, the Governor from Louislana

or the Governor from New York. We should know by that time.
The Chair recognizes the Governor from California.

GOVEP~OR aP~GAN! Mro Chairman, with all due respect to

our colleague here from Louisiana, at a meeting this morning

with Senate Committee, through Chairman Long, on Human Resources
and Welfare, naturally, as Governor ROCkefeller said, we did
touch on Federal sharing. And the consensus, I think, of what

we came out with after the lengthy meeting with this Committee
was the belief that we have an immediate problem of the crisis
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facing the States and communities. We have an i~~edlate problem

with regard to correcting some of the things that are wrong with
welfar~ that 1~ 1n connection with this same financial crisis.
And then a longer range plan with regard to establishing, such

as through Federal sharing, the money probJ.em, and at the same
time a long-range reform totally of welfare. I cannot agree it

is different to talk about the Federal Government increasing and
taking over the financing of welfare} but if we are suggesting
the Federal Government administering welfare 1n our States) then
I have to say that we are asking for disaster because we are

throwing the ball to the same people who have fumbled it already.

They created this monstero It doesnrt work. It is a disaster,

and we are stuck with it.
In California, we have had a task foroe working with

welfare for the better part of the year and we are now prepared
to go before our Legislature next week with a program on total
welfare reform, which depends, in part, not all of it, but in

part, on getting some experimental waivers from HEW here 1n
Washington.

We disoussed those this morning with the Committee.
We have been told by the representatives of HEW that part of

their problem was if they granted us those waivers they would be
up against trouble with the Oommitteeo We have the assurance

•
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now after meeting with them that the Committee is going 'cosend

a letter to REVJ telling them that they encourage the granting
of waivers for the States to make these experimentso They
then, based on some of the reports we gave on failures in
developing) suggested that they themselves were willlng prior

to long-range welfare to meet some of the problemso There is
no one in the United states today who can determine how many

people are on welfare. They can only determine how many checks

are being mailed" There is no way to know, and I suspect it
1s a greater number than anyone here realizes. There are

people who are collecting four and five welfare checks under

four and five different names and there is no method of iden-

tification. Indeed ..the regulations !;)reventus from even
challenging the affidavit or forcing into proof his eligibility

under this program.

They are willing to try to get passed a law that will
provide for such identification and that will provide a
serious penalty for anyone who is committing this fraud on

welfareo

We have asked also in our 'reform program, we have sug-

gested the thirty and a third formula of the Federal Government

to provide incentives and incentive of welfare reCipients to
take jobs. That" has now been so violated, and it was passed
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with the best of intentions, that it is an absolute necessity

that we have a ceiling put on earnings, a limit above which
no one goes and also be permitted a supplemental welfare grant.
And some curtailing in the welfare grant that those geople who
have earnings, and all of us ..\fereagreed t hLs morning t.hat

at the basis of this is compassion because we believe that the
person totally destitute and depending on welfare iG getting

enough for a decent living.
We in California are ba sLng it on the idea if we make

the reform He can reduce our budget by $700 million and a part
of that $700 million is Federal money, part of it 1s county

money and a part is State; but, at the same time, in doing it
we will increase the benefits to the totally destitute. Now

we \'Jeretold by the Ccmmf.t t ee at the end of this discussion --
and I have been disappointed, let me interject this statement
-- over the years with meeting with the Governors I have had a

great faith 1n this Federal system of ours but I have also had
a suspicion that none of us around this table realize our own

mUSCle. We are the leaders of the 50 States -- 50 sovereign
States that make up this federation and we pass resolutions and

let them die here in Wash1ngton becauae all we do is write
something on a piece of paper. But if the 50 leaders of 50

States, we go home and car~y the message to our people and then
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tell our Congressional Delegation that we are speaking the

sentiment of Our people, and if there is one sentiment preval-

ent in this land today our people, regardless of party lines,

want, I thinkJ this additional help from the Federal Government

in revenue-sharing and they want an end to what they think 1s a
disaster, and a disgrace on the present welfare system. And I

just don't believe that our Congress can hold out if we come

as the leaders, and it was confirmed this morning when this

Senate Committee told us that ;if we could produce 40 of the 50

Governors ask tng for these reforms now and these changes in

welfare they believed it would strengthen thei~ hand at the
place they could deliver this to us. They want to hear 40,

at least, of the 50 Governors telling them that this is what

we want them to do.
Now~ Governor Rockefeller told you that they asked

for three technicians, if we could provide them full-time,
because they said they don't have any input at all from out in
the firing line where we are dealing with welfare as to how it
works and what the shortcomings are and what the loophole8 are
that permit these abuses.

I can tell you now that California has volunteered
one and we are already at work on a program and we are going

to provide a full-time expert to this Committee on the we1fare
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problems to reveal to them that what 100l<:s like a good law here

in Washingtons when you get out there the welfare workers scan
for the loopholes and it becomes a means whereby in California
we have people whose combined \tJelfare grants and ea rnangs tota 1
as much as $16Jooo a year, and we don 't t h.l.nkthis is what the

people intended when they passed it.

I believe that the Governors around this table before

they leave Washington make not just a dissenting voice raised
but an affirmative voice r-aLeed that we want this Federal sharing
and we want these laws and this reform of welfare. I think we

can drop a little bomb that will wake us up and we will realize

how much muscle we have.
(applause)

CHAI~~N HEARNES: Thank you, Governor of California.

Before we go to the Governor- of North Carolina, the
Chair notes with pleasure the presence of two former Governors,

the former Governor from South Dakota now Assistant to the
Vice President in charge of inter~overnmental relations, Nils

A. Boe.
Will Governor Boe please stand and be recogni~edT
(applause)
I also note with pleasure the presence of an old

friend and former Governor from Michigan, now secretary of'
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Housing and Urban Development, George Romney.
Governor Romney.

(applause)

1will recognize the Goven10r from North Carolina.

I want to call your attention that if we eould, after the
Governor from North Carolina has finished, if we could take the

other three reports and have the Comrnittee Chairmen make their
reports, then we could go back to fUrther business and pick up
any discussion we want to on any of the six topics.

I recognize the Governor of North Carolina •

GOVERNOR SCOT'll: Thank you, f{fr. Chairman, I will be

very brief. I would like to point out to the new members of

the Conference, and remind all of them that really the position

of the Conference is supporting both of these missions, general

revenue sharing and the gradual phaSing out the State and local

costs of welfare programs, and so there is nothing inconsistent,
and the thing that disturbs me about what I get going around

and reading this 15 that it begins to be an either/or proposi-
tion. Either we are going to have the Federal assumption of
the cost of welfare or we are going to have revenue sharing,
when, indeed, 1 look upon these two as different things which
can be used to assist the State and local governmentso I don't
see really that there is any reason for anyone not being able
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to be supportive of both.
As 1 recall at the Lak e of the Ozarks Meeting", the

Conferenoe, although not unanimous strictly, because I do be-

lieve there were one or two votes that were either cast as

negative or simply abstained, they were pretty much unanimous.

I recall yesterday the r-emarks of our colleague r rom Pennsylvania

whp had to leave to return to the State and his problem, of

course, is immediate relief, because as I understood his con-
versation, unless he was able to swing one or two votes in his

Senate this weekI he was going to be out of business almost
next week. He had to have relief right away and the assumption
by the Federal Government of welfare costs would be an immediate
way of relief -- the quickest way; l should say.

And while the revenue proposals are being worked out

and I see nothing inconsistent -- he said himself he wasn't

opposed to it -- and I think it has been implied there is a

div1sion among the Governors on this. I thinK that all of us

may have some questions about the many details, but the point is

gett1ng the proposal established and getting something going.
The overriding factor is the need of our cities and" States for

finanoial relief. I th1nk those two proposal~ are foremost in

our minas, and 1 am supporting both of them.
CllAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you.
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Before we take the next report, I would like to ask

those people in the rear of the room to please take your seats.

Governor Evans, 1f 1t were possible, I would like to

have your report along with Governor Curtis and Governor Smith

and then we will get back to a disoussion of all the topics.

I would like to call on Governor Curtis at this time,

Chairman of the Committee on Natural Hesources and Environ-

mental Management.
REPaID' BY THE HONORABLE KENNETH M. CURTIS,

GOVER,!'JOROF MAINE, CHAIRMP.N, C0rIlMITTEEON NATURAL

RESOURCES AND ENVIRONI1ENTAL MANAGEMENT

GOVERNOR CURTIS: Mr. Chairman and fellow Governors:
Today I think there is an almost endless number of

environmental needs and environmental interests that we need to
occupy ourselves with. Our Committee doubts very much that we

could do justice to al~ of these areas between now and September.
So, through our own Committee meeting yesterday morning and
through subsequent meetings with the SeQretary of Interior

Roger~ Morton and William Ruckelhouse of the Environmental
Protection Association, and Senators Gaylord Nelson, John

McClellan and Ed Muskle, we have developed our program for

action.
I will take a very few moments to outline these areas
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and then to briefly discuss the paints of general interest which
emerged through our discussions with the Benators and with

Government officials.
With regard to the task force program for the rest

of this year, 1 am very grateful to the rr~ny Governors who
replied to our request for suggestions as to the areas in which

•

\i~e might concentrate this summe r ,
On the basis of the most frequent suggestion in our

letters, and with the thoughts of the other members of the

task force, we have decided to concentrate 1n three basic areas:

• First, to concentrate on developing and implementing
policies des1gned to harmonize our industrial growth; partlcu-

larly, our energy needs \-11thenvironmental protection.
Second, to assure the highest possible level of

Federal funding to promote our future long-range cleanup
efforts and repayment of the Federal Prefunding Committee to

the states.
And, three, policies to foster plans and implement

necessary land use guidance centers with particular emphasis
on the rapid~y overcrowding situation in our coastal areas.

I was personally encouraged, as I know other members

of the Committee were, to discover that both the ~enators ana
Government officials with whom we met shared these areas of
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the water pollution control must be encouraged if Federal

credibility in this area is to be maint aLned , The Administra-
tion will more than double its last y~ar's efforts to $2 billion

annually over the next three yearso
Senator Muskie has a bill which wouLd provide

b11lion a year over the next five-year period 0

Mrs RuCkelhouse foresees a considerable poscibility

that the Congress will go beyond the $2 billion me rk ;i,nthis

particular area •

• In our meeting with Senator filuskie, he informed us

that hearings will be starting very soon on these matters and

these would be concurrent hearings and the purpose would be

to try and combine the very best in both his bill and the

Administration's bill.
Now, it was on the encouragement we got from the

Administration and the Congress -- and I would like to say our

Committee felt that the Governors should not relax feeling that

they are going to be repaid, have the money refunded or get

this $2 billion figure. I think we would like to urge you to

Senator Nelson and Senator McClellan requested a

continue to press into Congress this whole effort.

meet1ng with us to present several matters which I would like
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to bring very briefly to your attention.
Senator Nelson 1;1)111be sponsoring a Congressional

Resolution based on the National Governors Conference resolve
last year that we problaim the third week in April to be

Earth \~eek 1n all our States. Senator Nelson particularly
felt that Earth \Jeek will have an impact, particularly in our
schools that will lead to widespread environmental education

next fallo

•
Senator MaClellan has yesterday introduced some

enabling legislation to give to the States advance approval

from the Congress to form inter-State antipollution agreements.

~he National Governors Conference will be forwarding
this material very shortly to you along with model legislation

for your rev 1ew "
Our task force plans to remain active in these and

other areas in order to implement the National Governors

Conference position. And, in part1cular, we plan to testify

on relevant bill before Congress ana oontinue to commun1cate

with the Administration oftiQials.

We woul~ also l1ke to state that we will continue to
welcome the guidance and advice on environmental matters from
any Governor.

This is a rapidly develpping area in which many
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important issues could be developed between now and Septembee ••

We are perfectly 'Willing and able to work with you before that

time.

•

Lastly; 1 would like to compliment the Chairman for

the very effective meetings that he arranged with the Congres-

sional leaders, whereby we had an opportunity to make these
points to the Congressional leaders. I think what is said to

be the most urgent 1s that of full-time water pollution

projects that there is considerable lntere~t in the Congres-
sional leadership on both s1de30 I don't know what your plans
are in the period of t1me remaining, but Mr_ Ruokelhouse is
here, Administrator of the Environmental Proteot1on Agency.
He has been most helpful to us and he will be available for

quest10ns at whatever time you want to calIon him, Mrv Chairman.

(applause)

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you, Governor Curtis.

Let me say we have had th1s problem at every
Governors Conference. It 1s very difficult for those making

a report to make it and for those trying to 11sten to hear it

unless we have the oooperation from the rear of the room.

I would like to ask you once more if you pleasel in
the rear of the room -- and everyone in the rear of the room,
please take Y~~~ --~~s. We are very happy to have you here.
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The Chair will now recognize the d Lst.LnguLshed

gentleman from 'I'exa s who is the Cha trman of the Committee on

Rural and Urban Development, Governor Preston Smith.

REPORT BY THE HONORl\BLE PHE.STON SIVIITH,

GOVERNOR OF TEXAS, CHAIRMft.N" CO.Mt'UTTEE ON

RURA L AND URBAN DEVELOP1V[E.XlT

GOVERNOR SMITH: Mr. Ohairman, my colleagues and

distinguished gueQts: certainly it 1S an honor for me to
present the report of the Committee on Rural and Urban Develop-

ment •

• Those distinguished Governors who serve on this

Comrnittee are Governor Tom McCall of Oregon, Vice Chairman;
Governor Cahill of New Jersey; Governor Exon of Neb raska j

Governor Gilligan of Ohio; Governor Hall of Oklahoma; Governor
Kneip of South Dako~a; Governor Moore of West Virginia and

Governor Ogilvie of Illinois.
Also I do note that we have Seoretary Hardin and

Secretary Romney with us who will be called upon to make a few

remarks.
I was quite 1ntrigued, Governor Reagan, by the state-

ment you made so far as the muscle that the Governors might have.

Now, we have that musole this year because I think
most of us will not forget that this is the year or Congressional
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redistricting and it might just be possible that they will talk

with us about some of the problems confronting them.

Now, a full report of this Committee is before each
of our Governors. My report will be highlighting, more or
less, the Committee report.

The policy positions of the National Governors

Conference adopted in August, 1970, recommended that the
Congress and Administration should develop a comprehensive

national community development policy with the effectuat.:tng
funds, agenc~es and programs.

The policy positlon pointed out that the formulation

and implementation .of' such a national community development
policy, in coordination with State development poliCies, is

essential to achieve the objective of balanced growth.
The basic responsibil1ty of the Committee on Rural

and Urban Development will be one, to continue to press for
the adoption and implementation of a national community develop-

ment policy, as outlined in this report of August, 1970.
The Committee applauds the action of the 9lst Congress

in the passage of the Housing ana Urban Development Act of
1970, in which the President is reqUested to submit to the

Congress a report on urban growth. The report in February,
1972, will contain an evaluation of the progress and effectlve-
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ness of their efforts des5.gned to meet urban problems and to

carry out a national urban growth policy.
The Committee on Rural and Urban Development believes

that the report on urban growth can be the basic document on
which a national policy 113 articulated.

At this 1971 Midwinter Meeting of the National

• It is the unanimous opinion of'the Committee that

Governors Conference, the Committee on Rural and Urban Develop-

ment has agreed to focus its attention on the major issue2 of

interest to the Co~nittee which will be of significance during

the 92nd Congress •

the states cannot be expected to signif1cantly expand their

current efforts to assist rural and urban development without
a9hieving immediate fiscal relief from the Federal Government.

"I

The National Governors Conferenc~ has long favored a consol1-

datioR and simplification of Federal grant-in-aid programs.
Although the Committee wishes to withhold comment on specific
issues, those relating to the creation of block grants for

rural and urbancommunlt1es for development purposes until the
proposed legi~latlpn is made pub11c, the Comm1tt~e endorses the

concept of block grants for rural and urban oommun1ty,develop-

ment. The many b1ll10ns of dollars worth of unfunded applica-
tions for community development assistance through the Department
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of Agriculture, Housing and Urban Development, make it impera-

tive that Federal funding for community programs not be re-

duced in the process of consolidating programs.

The Co~nittee notes that at least 15 States are
aotively considering the establishment of housing agenCies,
agenoies to assist in the production of housing for low and

moderate income persons.
Twelve states already have legislation under which

State housing finance agencies are Qurrently operating~ In

addition, housing activity in at least 10 States includes the

establishment of state regulatory boards to facilitate the

introduction of industrialized housing.

As was stated in the policy decision of the National

Governors Conference, the Committee will continue to point out

the absolute necessity for the Administration and for the
Congress to provide for full cooperation with emerging State

housing instruments whenever housing legislation is consideredc

The policy decision of the National Governors

Conference states that the Federal agencies should support the
efforts of Governors ana the appropriate state agencies desig-
nated by the Governors to beget, coordinate and plan community
development programs. The 70-1 comprer.ensive planning ass1s-
tance program, that is the Department of Hous1ng and Urban
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Development, has reached the point wher-e its scope and its

purpose have outstripped its appropriations. Either a major

fund increase or a major reduction in scope during the next
fiscal year is needed to restore the balance. The President's
budget recommends an additional $50 million over the current

level on appropriatlonso The 70-1 program 1s D logical vehicle

for formulating State and local strategies in support of'
natLona I community development poliCy. However, its funding
level and administrative procedures are inadequate for this

task" Rural development is a strategy of gr-owth in development
on non-metropolitan America, a very great import for metropoli-

tan America" rrhe central component of this strategy is to re-
direct the growth of our nation, in order to improve the con-

ditions of the urban population.

I might point out at the same time it would increase

the rate of growth of non-metropolitan America. -Rural America
encompasses about one-third of our population. It encompasses

most of the geographYJ the farmland, the forests, the resouroes~

the minerals and fossil fuelsJ rivers, lakes and streams, fish

and wildlife, yet we might note that those who reside there are

not fully partioipating in our national economy_ We lack a
nat10nal policy to encourag a balance of growth and full use

of our resourceso
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Now, a variety of types of assistance is essential

and will be needed in implementing a national policy on balance

of growth and the following, I think, for example, \'1hich't'Jould

require resolution, there are several of them, intr£ first place,

comparat1ve opportunity, employm~nt and income for rural

America. Second, incentive to business and industry to pro-
duce a basic employment opportunity which \"Jouldsupport new

growth.

•
Third, assistance to improve ana meet educational

and health services, housing and other communa ty , water" sewer ,
and solid waste disposal facil1tles, as well, I might pOint out,

as recreational and cultural act1vitles. Now there are many
of those that are in your report.

~his afternoon we extended an invitation to Secretary

Hardin, Department of Agriculture, to be present and to make a

few remarks and SeQretary Romney.
Mr. Chairman, if it 1s in order, I would ask

Secretary Hardin, because his schedule, I think, 1s a little

closer than Seoretary Romney -- .

CHAIRMAN REARNES: Secretary Hardin.



REMARKS BY THE HONORABL..1!:CLIFFORD HARDIN,

SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGlUCULTURE

SECHETARY HAIIDIN : Governor Smith, and f\1embers of

the Governors Conference:

First of all, my apologies, Governor Smith} for not

being able to attend you~ meeting yesterday but, as Dome of

I am very pleased to make just a few remarks about

you may know, 11 at the request of the President, did go down

to visit the disaster area of Mississippi, and I take advan-

tage of this occasion to compliment your colleague, Governor

John Bell Williams for the very efficient and effective organi-

• zatlon that he put together to take care of that wBjor dls-

aster in his State.

the rural development part of the program. Governor Romney

will cover the urban part of it. But the report, as Governor

Smith correctly pointed out, we do have a major problem in

rural Amerioa, and this is income. I think it is the number
one problem. We have a situatiQn, for example, in which farm

families are receiv1ng income, approximately three-fourths of
those of non-farm families throughout the country. Or you can
measure it in terms of return on labor or returns on capital
and you come out about the same way.

I hasten to add that there has been an improvement
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in the past decade, but not enough. Ten years ago these incomes

were 55% of the non-farm levels. Laot year they were up to

about 75 to 78%, still a big gap.
The new farm program that is going into effect, we

think ~lill help some. The industrialization of some of the
rural communities would also help to add off the farm income

of many of these families. This 1s one of the areas that we
want to keep stressing and this is part of the total effort 1n
rural development.

Many people have asked from time to time whether

there is gOing to be a rural development package. Let me

describe it this way: I don't think there ever will be some-
thing you can call a package submitted to Congress or anyone

else. Rather, it is a process, and the process is going on.
For example, in the Department of Agriculture,' over this two-

year period, the total resources available to rural America,
the Department of Agr1culture increased by over $1 billion.

The big thrust 1s in the area of rural housing, the area
Governor Smith mentioned 8S one in which there are tremendous
slacks. And, in fact, ,the condition of rural housing relatively

is worse than it 1s in urban housing. It 1s Just scattered out
where you don't see it quite as readily. We did invest over
$1 billion in rural housing in ¢alendar 1970. In fiscal 1971,
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it will amount to $l~ billion, in addition to efforts thee are

being made to make grants and loans to rural co~nunities for
such things as sewer systems and ';later sy st ema ,

Rather than go on with the details of the program,
which many of'you know well, let me say that 811 of the FecerL11

•

agencies have been and are being urged to work 3a clcsely as
possible with the offices of Governors and with the staffs that

you have, par-t rcufa rly those in ec onomic development areas and

it w:Lll be our place to ca rry out \11:1atever rura1 development
we aD in conformance 'With the development districts that most
of you have designated for your States •

I want to call your special attention to the State

USDA Committees which are maoe up of the heads of the various
Federal agencies, from the Department of Agric¥lture in your

states, who have been instructed to wodt closely tiith you

Governors.

I call your attention also to the very special
resourCe that you have available and many of you are using

at the county level. 1 am thinking here of the special solI
conservation service, the Farm and Home Administration, the

ASCS offloe,the REA and the county ag~nts. All of these
people are knowledgeable and available to help in ever so many
ways to work with your progra~ in rural development ana we
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hope that you will make use of them.

The evidence that the President is tremendously

interested in this program is the fact that he has made one

of the packages of special revenue sharing rural development

I do not propose to go into the details of this

unless you have questions but certainly every effort is being

made to work more closely with state plans and to push more of

the decision making to the State level.
Thank you, Governor Smith, Mr. Chairman.
(applause)

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary ..

The Chair recognizes the fact he was somewhat pre-
mature in introducing the next speaker, Secretary of BUD,
Mro George Romney.

REMARKS BY THE HONORABLE GEORGE ROMNEY,
SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOpr~NT

SECRETARY ROMNEY: Thank you very much, Governor

Hearnes.

I am glad to have this opportunity and I want to
congratulate Governor Smith and his Committee on the report

they prepared. We had an excellent discussion with them
yesterday and, in the main, concur with their report.

I would like to make one or two comments as a result
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of information we have that they may not have had.

Number one, the revenue ..sharing program will not

result in any reduction in current programs. As a matter of
rao t , the money" flowing to the State and local g6vernments

through the various categorical assistance programs) including
those recommended by the President for next y"ear: will increase

the amount of money going from the Federal GOvernment from

$30 billion this year to $38 billion next year. That is an

$8 billion increase that is proposed in the 1972 budgeto
Number two, having had some part in your earlier

discussion with respeot to revenue sharing, and welfare and
other things as a matter of factJ Warren Hearnes and I intro-
duced the first resolution at the National Governors Conference

on revenue-sharing in 1965 in Minneapolis. And, hav:tng been

Chairman of your Committee for about three years on that
subject, I woule just like to make these conwents that may

have some pOint:

One~ There isn't any question in my m1nd that there
is a need for a welfare reform and greater Federal support of

welfare incentives, but you have the opportunity to get that

and the Administration is seeking that. Now, if you focus

your effort entirely in that area,you are going to pass up
the opportunity to get a commitment in revenue-sharing and
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correct this imbalance in the way in which the revenues are
flowing in this country and being used.

Consequently, it seems to me, 1t is tremendously
1mportant in terms of meeting your problems, the city's

problems and enabling us to do a mOre effective job to get

the revenue-sharing concept established, both the general

revenue-shar~ng concept and the special revenue-sharing concept.

I knew before I came down here that these grant-in-
aid programs were complicated, but! didn't know just how

complicated they are. One of the first things I asked our

fellows to do in my department was to develop a flow-chart

on some of these grant programs that we aominister.
They developed a flow-chart on urban renewal. When

we took offiOe, it took 36 months to get approval of an urban
renewal application. Thirty-six months.

1 have an exh1bit out in the hall of a typical City,

and the paper work stacks up to two and one-half feet. Now,
we have worked our hearts out to reduce that process to a

maximum extent and now we have got it down to 15 months, but
it still takes 15 months to process an urban renewal application.

Ano I think it 1s knocked down to about three inches high and

weighs about six pounds compared to 53 pounds. But it still

takes 15 months. And when you take into consideration the
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hundreds of these programs, and the numbers that States '11)(1

communities have to fill out in order to get funds, and to get
funds for carefully speoified areas w;i:thoutthe flexib:Ll1ty

for use of those funds, it just does not make senset It is

a~emendous waste of effort.
Now, much has been made here of planning by the

Co~nittee. You are familiar with the 701 program because we
are providing each State with some money under the 701 program

for planning. This program does need additional funding and
the President IS budget recommended doubling this money to

$100 million. And this money will be used importantly to

enable the States to do a more effective job in this respect

and also to enable area and local governments to do a more

effective job in this respect and to increase your capacity to
use these flexible funds that will become available through
special revenue-sharing, as well as the general revenue-sharing

approach.
Now, in our case, we worked out the general formula

with respect to the urban community development p.ortion of'the

revenue-sharing program. I could go into the details of it if
you want, but let me say this: '90% of the money -- 90% of the
$2 billion will flow through automatically and will flow through

on a basis where there is fre~dom of use as long as the use i6
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within the framework of urban cow~unity development. So this

permits the local officials to establish their priorities and

determine use, without having to be bound down by these tight

categorical restrictions.
I don't think there is any question but this is going

to enable them to make more effective use of this money.
Now, let me just touch on one or two podrrts on housing.

In the balance of this century, if we can get rid of the con-

straints, as I am convinced we are going to do as a result of
the progress \'Iehave made 1n the last two years, housing is

going to be the key economic stimulator of our economy. It is
the major undeveloped market in America and I want to say to

you as Governors, if you aren't putting your State in a

position to take advantage of the housing opportunity then you
ought to get at it promptly.

Now, 1n the past two years, as a result of your
foresight and some effort on our part in connection with

operation breakthrough and some of our other programs, additional
States have adopted housing finance programs, so there are now
15 States with housing finance programs, of one type or
another.

But in the period since these programs have been
established and, except for New York, most of them have been
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established 1n the last two years~ 95 housing units have been
assisted by our Department through your housing agencies of

one type or another. This year, 30,000, $23 million in
subsidies set aside to be made available to these housing

finance agencies that you set up in your State~ 1f you are one
of those with such a program.

Now, there are 11 States that have such a program
under consideration. I just urge all of you to take Cl good

hard look at it and we have further information if you are

interested.

Number two, 9 states have had the good judgment to

recognize the fact the bulk of housing in the future is going

to be built 1n factories, not on slteo And 9 States have set
aside local building codes as far as factory-built housing is

concerned by providing either State factory inspection which
then permits that unit to be erected any place without regard

to the local building code or they have mandated state building

codes on the basis of established standards.
Now, there are 18 States that have such legislatlon

pending at the present time -- that 1s 320
But the hard facts are if you want to take advantage

of this economic opportunity in the field of housing, you
should get your State in a position so that at least the housing
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producers, the industrial housing producers In your State can

produce for the market within your State, because they must

have a volume market in order to justify the tooling and the

investment that is necessary. And, furthermore" I am hopeful
that Interstate compacts will have developed so that we 'NonIt

have to move in the direction of a national building code to

overoome the constraint on the free flow of Interstate commerce
in terms of materials and technology and other things that do

more to slow down this increase in the cost of housing than
any other single th1ng •

Now1 two more quick conunents:
Number one~ The President is putting an effort into

this program that he has proposed with respect to revenue~

sharing and Executive reorganization such as I have not seen
him devote to any domestic program. Obviously, he has been

heavily involved in the international field, but he is giving
time almost every day. He met with you yesterday. We had a

meeting this morning of the national Elack leaders on revenue-

sharing in which he participated. He turned up there and
talked to them for about half an hour on this program. He is

going out to Des Moines -- I nope this has been announced --
{laughter)

he is going out there sometime. And 1 am sure that is going
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to be a vooal point out there, meetings with other groups and

so on; he means business, not because he is seeking issues,

because he 1s noto He is seeking action on this because of

the crisis that exists and this leads me to my final point.

While I was stl11 a Governor and while I was cha trman
of that committee, we took a look at all of these alternatives

and I just want to say to you that there is not a ghost of a
chance of getting any welfare approach that will provide

equity between the States and, furthermore, it won't establish
a basis for a continuing increase in the source of funds that

you badly need and can only get through general revenue-sharing •

I say that because you could take the cutbaCk of
Federal expenditures, and elbow room for taxes, and I don't
know how long it will take to get that. It would take an

awful long time to get the Congress of the United States to

cut Federal expenditures. I happen to believe in that philos-

ophically. If I thought it had a ghost of a chance in dealing

with the crisis we face, that is what I would favor as number

one, but it doesn't have a ghost of a chance.

Now, the second thing that I would favor philosophic-
ally is tax credits. But, again, there isn't a ghost of a

chance of getting that in a reasonable time, and even if you
did States have constitutional and other problems they have to
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deal with, and the cities have problems and they can't get

i~~ediate relief from that approach.
And the only other alternatives you have are to

increase the money flowing through these complicated, expen-

sive, wasteful categorical assistance programs which have

proven futile. Now, I happen to have to administer 73 of them
and the statutes and regulations are so thick and so compli-

cated that if I spent all of my time for the next two years,

I could only read half of them. Nobody understands them fulJy.

You can't do it. They are too complicated. People canlt take
advantage of them. We need a simpler approach and that is why

I am for revenue-sharing, both special and general.
Thank you very much.
(applause)
CHAIR~AN HEARNES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
I am speaking for all the Governors in saying we

are always happy to have you before this Conference~

And now, to present the last Conference Committee

Report, the distinguished Governor from Washington, the

Cha1rman of the Committee on Transportation.
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REPORT BY THE HONORABLE DANIEL Jo EVANS,
GOVERNOR OF WASHINGTONp CHAlm~N; COMMITTEE ON

TR~N.':3PORTATIONJCOMMERCE" AND TECHNOLOGY
GOVERNOR EVANS: Mr. Chairman, I find myself in an

unenviable position for several reasons. One, we have Buper-
saturated thls Conference with revenue-sharing ana I find it

difficult to get the attention of this crowa on transportation,

Our Committee met with the Secretary and with his

so I will try to relate it to revenue-sharing.

Second, I am last on the schedule and I know everyone

is anxious to retire, and, third; I have a colleague who I

• hope to have on the program with me, and he is the Secretary

of Transportation, but apparently he has got transportation
difficulties in getting from his office here. I hope he

arrives before I am through.

top adm1nistrators, and this morning with the Senate Co~merce
Committee under Senator Magnuson IS chairmanship.

At both meetings the main subject of conversation,
and I think the most important single area of responsibility

'"\

as it affects the States 1s the f1eld of transportation, 1n
the development of a national transportation policy" This is

a current and important issue as far as every State is con-

cerned because you have in your hands right now a highway needs'
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study on which you are to report by April 1st. The other modes

of transportation needs study will ask for your reporting by
September 1st. The Secretary must submit the pr-Lmary highway

or transportation policy to Congress in May. So this develop-
ment of a comprehensive inter-modal transportation policy for

the nation is something that is current; it 1s important and it
will <:iffectevery State Ln its ability to carry out its trans-

portation responsibilities for many years to come.
T.ied closely \'11th tha t ano subject perhaps to the

most questioning at the meeting this morning is the question

of flexibility between the various funds set aside for trans-
portat.ion. This, as you remember J those of :rou who were here
last year, was the subject of considerable comment at the

Governors Conference. There is a very high degree of interest
on the part of the Secretary and the Department of Transportation
and, frankly, I was surprised by the interest shown by the

Members of the Senate Commerce Committee on this concept of a
limited flexibil.ity of the Governors to transfer funds between

the various modes of transportation to suit and fit their own
priorities as they relate to meeting the national transportation

pollcy.
A third element and one I know we have worked on for

several years -- 1 wish the secretary were here to hear this and
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I will ask him to comment on it when he arrives -- is the

determination that we should not be subjeoted as we have been
in past years to the cut-back or the freezing or withholding,
particularly now when we are trying to stimulate the economy

of this nation. This cut from authorization or even appropri-
ation by the Administration~ and these have occurred in both

DemocratiO and Republican Administrations, leaves the State in
an impossible position in trying to manage a continuing trans-

portation program, particularly a continuing highway program.
Let me turn for a brief moment to one of the other

major elements of our Committee IS activities, technology, and

I will try to relate for you why I think transportation is so

interrelated with revenue-sharing.
In terms of technology and science, we are working

with the Governors Committee on Science and Technology, and
one of the items we are going to attempt to accomplish during
the remainder of this year is to work with each of you as
Governors to seek out your ideas on the use of technology,
the use of new technology in executive decision makingb I know

that many States of this nation have found methods, new methods,
new technology, new discoveries and are using them wisely and

well in their executive decis~on making processes.
We are go1ng to attempt to bring those together, to
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put them in a form they can be transmitted to all States for

your use and benefit in the years to come~
And now, finally, the relationship of transportation

and partlcularly transportation trust funds to revenue-sharing~
I don It know about all States; but I do know that my own State,

in my own State" we have a very rapidly increasing pressure to
eliminate or to drastically change the presen~ Constitutional

prohibition that we have against the use of motor vehicle funds

for other purposes. They are C:mstltutionally protected and

can be used only for highway purpos€s~ There are rising demands
for eliminating that Constitutional protection. There are con-

cerns being expressed 1n Congress today about the whole concept
of trust funds for highways or for transportation with the

other pressing needs that face the nation and that face the

States.
One of our reasons for urging the flexibility of

transportation funding was to help insure that transportation
collected monies would still be utilized for transportation

purposes. But 1 can assure you that the demands for changing
or diverting these revenues to general purposes w1ll continue

to increase unless we have through revenue-sharing an easing of
the pressures on the State and local communityp It has come

down to the point where it is going to be very difficult for
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any of us to suggest that it 1s more important to continue a

good and safe system of highways at the expense of people in
our State who are hungry, who are sick, or who lack shelter.

Those most basic of services are what we are attempting to
provide, and find impossible to provide under our present

revenues, one of the most dramatic needs for revenue-sharing

and its relationship to transportation, and I believe very

strongly that without revenue-sharing we are soon going to see
pressures we wll1 not be able to withstand on the use of trans-

portation collected monies for non-transportation purposes and

we wl11 see, as a result, a deterioration of our transportation

system.
I1roChairman, I have finished. The Secretary is

here.
I am delighted to present him to you, and I don't

know just when he carne in -- and I don It kn ow exactly what

you have heard but I hope you can for a few moments discuss
particularly na t Lona I t ransport.atLon policy and any wo ros yon

would like to share with us on the concept of full authorization
of monies in the Trust Fund so that States can continue to pLan.

It would be eagerly awaited by everyone.
Former colleague, Secretary of Transportation,

John Volpe.
(applause)
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flliMARKSBY THE HONORABLE JOHN VOLPE,

SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

SECRE.TARY VOLPE: Thank you very much, Dan.
Something funny happened to me on the way over here,

the Secretary of Transportation got stuok in a traffic Jam.
I didn't hear very much of what you hEld to Gay) Dan,

so I can't come back at you with anything. I didn't hear what
you had to say, except the last two minutes' worth.

First of all, it is good to be back ..lith my colleagues,

former colleagues, Sinoe vacating the Governorship, as we call

it in Massachusetts, in January, 1969, I have attended, I guess,

more Governors Conferences than I attended as Governor -- five
of them, in fact, over a two year period~ But I am just de-

lighted to be here after what I think, at least for me, and I

trust for Dan~ and the Members of the Committee yesterday,

a very productlve session on this review of the fundamental
policy and program that we have undertaken during the past two

years and the path in the road that lies ahead of us.
I can assure you that our Committee is a no-nonsense,

solid group, and we had a real shirtsleeve session. I had
present with me, not only my own secretary, Deputy Secretary,
Assistant Secretary, but also the Administrators of our various
agencies so they also could be questioned.
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1 don I t know exactly wna t Dan touched, but I am just

going to forget these cards and just say, frankly, as we see

our mandate, it ls really to move people and goods rather than

just vehicles which I am afraid sometimes in the past thought

1n terms of moving vehicles rather than people and, of'course,

goods. That 1s important to people and to our commerceo

Let me say that we have tried to develop also, and

done everything we can to bring about more balance 1n the
transportation 5y~tems in this country. And I say systems and
not networks because we have had basically a series of networks
rather than a system and if we are going to really move people,

and move goods efficiently, and safelYI then we have to think
in terms of balanced transportation and we have to think in

terms of inter-mode transportation so that these modes can serve
one w~th the other and do so on the most efficient basiso

To that end, we moved 1n 1969 and in 1970 the fruits

of our efforts really paid off together with the tremendous
amount of help that·we received from many of the gentlemen in

this room today in connection wlth legislation which was passed
on a non-partisan basis by Congress last year. That legislation,

as most of you know without my going into any detail, primarily
involved the urban mass transportation or public transportation
bill, the Airport -- Airways BillJ the Rail Passenger Service
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Bill, and I know I have seen a fe\,lGovernors already about \'Jhy

they don't have some of that railroad money through their States,

or more than one part of the State, Let me assure you that had

we not taken the action we did, I am firmly convinced that

within five to seven years we would have had no railroad
passenger service in this country with the possible exception
of the northeast corridor sloneo

We believe that if we can start off with a basic
system, which I ,think we now have in my final blueprints~ a

better State system than we started with, we w:i.ll be able to
build on that. I think that with good equipment; with Courteous

service, that we will be able to attract a great many people
back to railroad passenger service who for one reason or the

other have refused to use it or have decided they just did not

want to use railroad passenger service that has been depleted

in many cases to a pOint where it no longer exists in many

parts of our country.
I would hope that each of you would try to help us

in this endeavor to make this a for profit corporatlonQ These

are the words of the language of the b;ill'..I didn It put them

in, Congress put them 1no It ~s a for profit corporation. It
1s a Comsat type corporat ron ~Jhich will endeavor to provide
service without subsidy.
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The initial investment on the part of the Government
is perhaps not as large as some people would have liked, but we

do make an investment, the za Ll.roads vI1il1be making an invest-
ment. We are hopeful that as a result of imagination, innova-

tion and so forth, that \'1i1lbe utilized here" we are hc!)eful
that with a single corporation directing the efforts of rail-

road passenger service instead of 21 corporations, that were in

many cases not too well related to each other, that we will be

able to br~ng about a restoration of the kind of service that

I think many Americans would like tD use and whlch we hope we
will be able to provide for themo

In that connection, 1 might add also that we have a
Rail Safety Bill, w~th your help, that reserves in most cases

the ability of the State's public utility department to carry
on their responsibilities but, at the same time, gives us the

responsibility in the overall that makes it possible for us to
really make certain we do get some genuine rail safety.

We have had a great many other bills wh~ch time will
not permit us to go into, but let me just say that I think

specif10ally the Urban Mass TransportatlonBll1, the Public

Transportation Bill, whioh I refer to 1s one that the President

took a real personal ~nterest in ana he is still taking a
personal interest in because he looks upon it as a public service:
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just as you and J look upon public education or public safety

as a public service. And the flex~b11ity which r think will

be provided through special revenue-sharing will enable us;
I think, to allow those States that have greater needs In one

area, one mode to be able to use funds from other modes so

that that mode can be satisfied and vice versa if they have

needs in whatever mode, they can transfer from one mode to

that mode.
It starts to give us the flexibility that I talked

about and 1 trust that in the months and years ahead we will

go even further with this type of flexibility.

One final word, if I may, Mr. Chairman, and Dan,
and former colleagues, I know that some of you may have heard
of a plane called "supers onac Transport 0 II I suppose this is
what you will have to pay for getting me over here, this is a

short cownercial, but I would just like to make one pOint} if

I mayo

1 know that Dan Evans, and he didn't put me up to

th1s, by the way; I don't imagine he even knew I was g.olng to
mention it, and he will probably get mad because I do -- but

I hope that all of you recognize and know that this affects

44 States -- not one, or two or three; or a half a dozen by
way of the various components and subcontractors that are
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involved in this plane. I hope you will also realize that we
are not asking for the construction of a fleet of two or three

hundred Supersonic Transports -- SST IS -- we are only ask.tng
for the construction and testing of two and instead of call1ng

them prototyp~s, we oal1 them experimental test planes because

that Ls exactly what they are. Ne are ,just as anxious about

the environment as anybody in this nation, we have worked at
it. This program has been Ciissected and bisected more than any

program I think this country has ever undertaken, including the
ABM, and that got a good going aveI'I as you all remember and

I can assure you if there is that one chance, ana I think it

1s only a chance in a thousand rather than one 1n a hundred,
as I thought might be the case six months ago, that when the

plane 1s tested and it is found not to be environmentally
accepted, or it 1s found to be economically not viablez I

wou Id be the first one to say to the President, f'Mro Pr-esLderrt,
I think you ought to scrap it.1I

We are now three-fourths of the way down a road that

has been started by one President and carried on by three more
Presidents; approved by four Presidents and the Congresses that

have been in session during that periodQ And I hope that each

of you will take a good strong look at this before you pass
judgment on whether or not you want to allow a Supersonic
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Transport to land in your State or not~ 1 would hope you would

wait for the evidence to indicate that it should not land in
your State, or evidence that it should and could land in your
State. As of today, I can submit to you that we now have the
evidence that indicates to us that the Supersonic Transport

can be built with no more noise and at the same levels of 108
deoirr~ls that we have demanded for the subsonic. I couldn't

say that only a month ago. I can say it today.

I hope that the Governors of the respective States,
particularly on the border, the East Coast and the West Coast,

where these planes probably will be landing mostly, at least
in the initial stages, would consider that ~t would be best to

wait until the evloence comes in before we make a decision
whether or not to allow these planes to land in our State.

One last thought, this plane won It be ready >to come

down the runway, the first initial plane, for at least seven
years, maybe eight years. And in that amount of time we can
take out the remaining bugs on this plane, after a nation that

has landed a man on the Moon from scratch 1n n1ne years, then
this is not the United States of America that I think I know.

I hope each of you will give great consideration to
the tremendous amount of unemployment that will be caused if
this plane Or the prototypes were stopped, not only because of
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the SST per se, but because of the whole family of planes

which are vital to the aviation industry in this nation" which
employs almost a million people.

So.!' that is my c omme rc LaL, I am delight~ed to be

with my former colleagues and the new Governors and tru~t, as

I told Dan yesterday, we will be working closely with the

Commtt tee , We will make available a draft statement of cur

national tX'ansportatlon policy so they can go through it before

we make it a final document and keep in touch with them, and
they do keep in touch with us, loan assure you, so that we

can exchange views as we move along toward the balanced
transportation system that we all want, to move the people of

this nation and the goods, so vital to the commerce of the

nation.

Thank you.
(applause)

OHAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you, Secretary Volpe~

Do you have a question?

GOVERNOR HAMPTON: I have one.
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Addressed to Secretary Volpe?
GOVERNOR RAMPTON: Yese Can John indicate just

generally what we can expect :l,nthe coming year with respect
to the release of Interstate
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SECRETARY VOLPE: The release of Interstate funds

for fiscal '72 will be in the same amount as fi~cal 1971. There
will be no problem.

GOVERNOR RAMPTON: Will there be any pull-back during

that period?

SECRETARY VOLPE: There 1s no indication there will
be any holdup of funds during fiscal '72.

GOVERJ.~OR RAMPTON: \'Jealready have, each of us,

I suppose, at least some funds that have been withheld; at

least, we have. Will there be any release of these funds that

have been applicable to the preceding year~?
SECRETARY VOLPE: I don't envision a release of funds

that have been withheld previously -- not just in this
Administration, but other Administrations. And I am in the
position of be1ng the one who fought so hard against those

cutbacks, 1f you remember, as Chairman of one of your committees,
and as Chairman of the Conference. I have succeeded 1n avoiding

the up and down scale which did prevail. We fought, and fought
very hard for stabilizatlon of the levels of spending. We
have succeeded in doing that. I doubt, at least at this stage,
from anything I have been able to see, that there will be a

restoration of funds that were withheld before.
Those states, however, who voluntarily provided a
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withholding of the obligation of funds, as we hoped and

requested last year, will not suffer for that effort.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Thank you, Mr. SecretarYa
I just might add that if you will enter into a

consent decree in the case of state of Missouri versus Volpe,

et al, we will take oare of all your problems.
Before we go into a general discussion, I think it

is proper to have announcements. They have a way of being
lost as we adjourn.

I would like to call on Crihfield or Byrley, or any-
one who has announcements at this time.

MR. CRIHFIELD: I have just two, Mr. Chairman.
Number one, regarding the State Department session

tomorrow morning we should go to t.he 23rd Street entrance and

be there by 9:20 so that we can start on time.
Another announcement for the Governors press

secretary, would all of the other press secretaries go to the

pressroom at Georgetown West at the conclusion of the Plenary

Sess10n;a number of Correspondents would like to meet with youo

GOVERNOR RAMPTON: Js it antlCipateo that the briefing

at the State Department will run right up to luncheon there?
MR. CRIHFIELD: Thab is correct, there will be a

little soclal hour before lunch.
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CHAlro~N HEAfu~ES! Before I recognize the Governor

of Nebraska, I think it 1s in order -- there seems to be some

misunderstanding among some of the Governors as to the state-

ments made by our disti,nguished colleague from Louisiana" and

he desires recognition to clarify those statements. I recognize

Governor McKeithen.
GC':lEIDWR McKEI'rHEN: Mr. Chairman and Members of the

Conference; I want to interpret my thinking as to revenue-
sharing. !just suggested that we might take a real~stic view
of it. Unfortunately, as Governor of Louisiana, I do not have
the control perhaps over my Congressional Delegation that some

of you haveo I am concerned about making money again in a
short time.

(laughter)

(short portion inaudible)

-- taking the state of Louisiana out of this

financial crisis, unless he gets some credit with his con-

stituency back home.

I just can't see the Congress aoing it that way. I

think in all probab1l1ty we are going to get help. I think we

should be prepared to fall back on something that we could

easily expect e

I mentioned welfare because we are such a liberal
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welfare State. Some of you are not, I gather. We could get

some help from Interstate (~10rd inaudible) J as far as that 1s

concerned -- asking about construotion monies" it is going to

cost us about $6 million a year to maintain that Jnter-st ate
System. We don't get any help at all. 'l'ha't 1s another area

where we can get help, and we should.
1 ,join Governor Reagan completely in hls ei'f'or-ts to

get some sense into the welfare program in California" as
Governor. I certainly hope you will have more success than

we have had in our efforts. You see J for many years" we have

been a welfare State. We can't hardly afford it anymore.
We attempted to make sense out of welfare but every time we

did, not so much the Federal Government, but the Federal
Judiciary has stricken us down. Our feeling is that if you

are going to tell us how to spend it, put it up. So I wish

you well. We are for you and 1f you are successful we will be

with you.
I want to make ~lear at the Conference that r shall

urge m.,vdelegation, or our delegat~on, or the delegation
I shall urge them to support just pure grants 1n revenue to

the State without any type of strings or qualifications what-
soevero I will urge them do that, but I repeat again that we
should be prepared to fall back on something that we are most
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likely to obtain.

CH.AIRlVJ.ANHFJ\RNES: The Governor of Nebraska.

GOVERNOR EXON: Governor Hear.nes; I apologize to you

and especially the Members of the Committee on Rural and Urban

Development, of which I am a member. I could not be here
yesterday because of some disaster situation we had in my State.

I am going to take one minute before we return to

the SST and revenue-sharing, and all these problems that we

have been D2ttering about for so long. I feel, and I am sure
most of my colleagues around this table feel that we have not

devoted enough t tme in our discussion to agr-LcuLtuz-e , 1 just

want to take one minute, and since I am a member of the Committee,

and I cleared th1s with the Chairman, I would like to add this

phrase as Number 100 If it is ;i.n order, I would like to move
that this Number 10 be added to the Comm.:l.tteeon Rural and

Urban Development~ on page 5:
"A study of new approaches to the agriculture and

food concerns of America, reoognizing that well-intentioned
present and past policies have been! at best, temporary pass-

word ventures., usually ignoring the fundamental long-range

problems of agr.iculture."

I move the adoption
CHAIRMAN HEARNES~ Governor of Nebraska, what Committee'
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does this pertain to?

GOVE&~OR EXON: RUral and Urban Development.

CHAIRMAN HE.ARL~ES: Governor Smith of Texas --

GOVERNOR EXON: I said I was not here yesterday.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: I am sorry, I missed that. I

would sugge5t that rather th&.n opening this pandora's box of
adding to or subtracting anything from Committee Reports, I

think we could really get in trouble, and I see and recognize

the merits of your partioular motion, but I believe it can be

taken care of if you would do this in cooperation with the
Chair and in conference w1th Governor Smith from Texas, who

will poll h~s Committee and if that 1s in keeping with their
feeling, then I would assume that the Governor from Texas
would add that to his report.

GOVERNOR EXON: I acoept thato

CHAIRMAN HEAa~ES: Thank you very much.
Is there any further discussion?

Is there any further discussion on any of these

Committee Reports?
Governor Guy.
Gov~rnor Guy or North Dakota.
GOVERNOR GUY: We have heard several comments today

about the failure of welfare. Now this failure which reflects
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increasing numbers of people on welfare rolls is taking place

at a t5.me when the national gross product 1s increasing.
It seems to me that we may be simply applying the

cast without setting the bone to think that simply by eliminating
the abuse in welfare that we have solved a problem of distri-

bution of national gross product.

I listened to Secretary Hardin tOday talk about the
new homes that they are going to provide through Government

programs for rural America and, yet the agricultural policies
of America are such that it 1s squeezing resources out of
agriculture, of which resources are people and there won't be
a need for new homes 1n agriculture. And ao just to recite a

little example, an example we used today, twenty years ago
that loaf of bread that you bought for 13 cents and paid 3

cents worth of farmer's raw product, today you pay 25 cents
for the same loaf of bread and there is still 3 oents of the

farmer's gross produQt 1n that loat. So I say that until

America looks at distr1bution of opportunity and, hence,

voluntary distribution of people, that we will continue to
ship marginal farmers out of North Dakota and senQ them to

California to go onto the welfare rolls.
As a matter. of fact, someb ody said: "How do you

have such an efficient parol system in North Dakota that costs
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you so llttle,?1f And, facetiously, 1 said: t:Hehave the least
cost" most efficient pa rot e system of ar:y s cat e , ~~e g::'ve thew

an out of State parole to California. I!

(laughter)

•

Now, that is facetious, to be sure, but our un-
employed are going to other States simply because thiB nation

does not have a policy for distribution of opportunity a~d,

until we d03 you are going to get people moving into New York,

NevI Jersey, Californ.i.a and Arlzona looking for opportunity
because it has been taken away from where they originated •

CF.AIRf'4.ANHEARNES: 'Pnank you, Governor Guy.
The Chair recognizes the Governor from Illinois.

Before he takes the microphone, I will ask those in

the rear of the room to oarry on their conversations outside
of the room, please, if you would 0

At the next meeting, we will have some ohairs for

you in the back of the room so that you won't have to stand

up~ These chairs seem out of place over here. Rear of the

room, please. Take your seats, pleaseo

The Governor from Illinois.
GOVERNOR OGILVIE: Mro Chairman, first of all, I am

very happy that my fr1end from Louisiana amplified his re-

marks.
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I have been reading the press accounts of this

Conference yesterday and today and I am deeply concerned about

the impression that we apparently are making to the press, the
radio and televi6ion reporters, about the commitment of this

Conference to policy positions which have been adopted before

I became Governor of Illinois and which have not been changed
in any respect in the past two years 0

What I think is happening is that as we are approaohed

by the newsmen in the halls of this hotel and elsewhere, and

the question about whether we stand for this or that and that

and this or that, we are creatlng a confusion -- confusion
contributing to just what is OUr positlon in oonnection with

revenue-sharing, or \tJithwelfare reform.
It seems to me that we are either for it and we are

willing to work for it or we are for it and like has been the

case in the past, we are going to wait until it falls off the

tree in our lap, or we are against ~t~

I recognize that we have a number of freshmen
Governors with us who, I am sure, are beginning to appreciate

the enormous responsibility that they have in conduoting the
affairs of their states.

We have some very senior Governors: here who outrank
me by many terms and many years, who have l1ved with these
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problems, who have fought these battles with the Congress,

national Administrations and we come down to the point where

we are today. Today we have a President who has moved a long
way toward realizing something that has been the objec'clve or

objectives of thia Conference and I am sorry that it is not

possible for us to go arcund this table this nfternocn and
indicate just what the dickens we do stand for. Because, I

will tell you this, the impression that we are allover the
lot, allover Washington, allover most of these issues, there
is no partisan label in the problems of the states and local

gov~rnments of this country. There certainly should not be

any partisan label on the matter of revenue-sharing or welfare
reform.

Thank you.
(applause)

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: 'rhe Chair recognizes the Governor
from Washington.

GOVERNOR EVANS: Mr. Chairman, I thoroughly agree
with the Governor of Il11nois and his remarks. I have been
disturbed also by this apparent d1vision that 1s being broad~

cast from this Conference, a division I don't beli~ve exists.
And may I just ask whether I am out of order, or whether we
would be out of order if the Member~ around this table were to
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anyone who is not ~'Jillingto \'Jork for it, revenue-sharing.

Perhaps that violates the rule, but if it bends it only a
little, I think it wouln be useful to indicate that we are

indeed behind revenue-sharing and we are indeed "dlling to
work for it. It doesn't mean that we oanlt and shouldn't work

for t.'1elfarereform and a number of other things as well.

CHAIRfflAN HEARt'\lES: The Chair is somewhat reluctant
to bend the rule because it causes problems, but I will state
it as I think you desire it. The Governor of Washington is

• inquiring broadly of e8(Jh and everyone of his colleagues
present at this table if any of his colleagues oppose revenue-

sharing, as outlined in our Subcommittee Report, Chaired by

Governor Soott of North Carolina ..Governor Holton of Virginia"

and Governor Mandel from Maryland.

Is that a fair queation?

GOVERNOR EVANS: Yes, and add to it, willingness to

work for it. I agree with the Governor from Louisianao I
think we have got a darned tough fight.

CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Governor from Montana.
(IoOVERNOR ANDERSON: Mro Chairman, the way I look at

this, the effort that has been made here, as I view it, is an
effort for us as the Goyernors of the 50 states to, in effect,
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endorse the Administration's proposal of revenue-sharing.

I don't think there is anyone in this room who is not for

revenue-sharing. I think this has been refleoted by all of

the National Governors Conferences since the year 1965. It is

reflected in the policy positions of the National Governors
Conference in the 1970-71 Report, and I am sure that none of

us are against revenue-sharing, but I think \\Thatis being

attempted here is endorsement, carte blanche endorsement of

the Administration's proposal. I think this is where the
problem -- from which the problem has resulted •

Now, I have every reason to belieJe that the people
I have sent from our State to the Congress are familiar with
the fact that this Governors Conference and other Governors

Conferences, ~n the past have endorsed revenue-sharing and I

think that I am, for one, perfectly at ~ase when I say to you

and to the group here that I have Gonfidence in th~ Congress
and I don't think we ought to just adopt a measure because it

is the first dne that has come from an Administration. In other

words, I believe this will be thrashed out in Congress and I

believe that the recommendations of tpe past Governors Con-

ferenoes will be conSidered, and 1 believe we will have revenue-
sharing, and I believe we will have it immediately.

CB.AIRMAN HEARNES: Gove'rrior-: Licht.
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GOVERNOR LICHT: I would like to add to what has

been said already, apparently we are in complete agreement

on two propositions because we have already taken a position.

One, we are in favor of revenue-sharing, we have said it, and

I have voted for it now twice in two Governors Conferences and

we are also in favor of the Government phasing out or taking

over welfareo And I don't see any difficult yo One thing I
do find, however, and to carry along what the Governor of

Illinois has suggested, I am not sure that we have made the
impact that we should make upon the. Congress of the United
States and upon the people and the press, as to the urgency

of help immed~ately for so many of our states. In my own case,
for example, if I say that the Governor of Connecticut has
a serious problem and I look for some solace from the fact
the Governor of New York h~d serious problems and that the

Governor of Massachusetts has a serious problem, and the

Governor of Pennsylvania has a seriOUS problem, and the

Governor of New Hampshire has a serious problem, it is very
diff1cult when I am talking to people in my State for them

to understand that this 1s a national problem and which, in fact,
we have had declin1ng revenue in a period of national recession,

and riSing expenditures; we have had the worst time and we are
called upon to go to the well again and if Congress has the
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idea that the Governors of the respective States are not

prepared to go with tax programs, they are making a mistake.

It is not that we are not going to the people with these
tax programs, it ls that we can't go as hard and as much as

long as we do. And" as the Governor of New York has said" the
Federal Government has preempted the field of revenue, and so

what I would like to convey to the Congress of the United States,

and to impress upon the people of this country# is that we need
this kind of relief now.

• (applause)

It will not do for the Congress to make this thing

a part1san matter or for the Administration to make this a
partisan matter.

I think the time has come now when there ought to be
action and I think in the fielu of revenue-sharing we have

taken our po~ition and the f1eld of phasing out welfare, making
it a national issue, because we have said that national employ-

ment is a national respons1b11lty ana I contend that national
poverty is a national responsibility and that is w~y the

(applause)

,
Federal Government ought to phase out ana take over welfare.

I have a problem with the inaotion and l think we ought to have

action as soon as possible.
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CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Is there anyone who would like to

speak in opposition to the position taken by the National

Governors Conference at the Lake of the Ozarks last year?
Does anyone wish to speak in opposition to that

position on revenue-sharing -- general revenue-sharing? It

was reiterated by the Subcommittee headed by Governor Scott of

North Carolina.

• Is there any fUrther discussion?

Hearing no one speak 1n opposition: the Chair concludes

that the position of the National Governors Conference has not

changed.

The Governor of Californiao

GOVERNOR REAGAN: I feel very much the ~ame way as

our colleague from Illinois: Gove~nor Ogilvie. Whatever we have
aone with regard to Our rules here we have not given the impres-

sion that I think we should give.
Governor McKeithen, perhaps the adversary you have 1n

your delegation, I am sorry, I wish I could count on the Congress

of the United States to see the light~ but I think we would have
a helluva lot better chance of getting these things aone if

they felt the heat.

GOVERNOR ROCKEFELLER: Right"
GOVERNOR REAGAN: And I don't think we have aone
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enough to generate the heat. I don't know what else to do.
We were asked this morning by a Senatorial Comnittee could we
indicate that at least l~O of' the 50 Governors wanted some

changes in welfare to give us some fle~~ib1l1.tyto deal lfJith

the problem. About the rules -- I have framed a lettGT here,
but whether t.hf.sis the moment time-l-visenow, I suppose
tomorrow morning is the last chance, I was going to circulate

and ask if enough Governors would sign this letter indicating

and also suggesting that the report from our Committee be

attached to it and sent to both the Qhairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee and to the Honorable Rus~ell Long,

Chairman of the Senat~ Finanoe Committee.
But, I will assure you gentlemen if you believe that

revenue-sharing alone and no refoT''llin welfare, no correcting

of the ills that bes~t' this program, is going to solve the

problem, that we can simply transfer the paying for it to

someone else, then a year from now you will be sitting around
a table with the same f1nanc1al crunch, and the Federal

Government will have the crunch. The State of California
pays $36 billion in taxes and $26 billion of those go to the
Federal Government. And to just transfer the cost to them,
the people 1n the ~tate of California will be paying $40 bill10nJ
and $30 billion of those will go to the FeQeral Government and
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we won't be getting any more for the purposes of the state

of California q

As I say, if there is no other way to indicate our

feeling about this and the need for reform of welfare sharing,

then I just hope that maybe some fellows would sign this

lette0and I will just put my name on it if somebody will lend
me a pen.

•

CHAIR~~N HEARNES! The Governor of California is
now signing his letter.

(laughter)
GOV.ERNOR MANDEL: The State of Naryland wl1l supply

the pen.
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: The Governor of Maryland has

offered a pen.

GOVERNOR REAGAN: I got one from one of those

immigrants from North Dakota.
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Any further discussion to aome

before the Meeting?

The Governor from Illin01s moves that we adjourn and
the Governor from California seconds the motion~

All in favor of the motion, say aye.
(Chorus of ayes.)
CHAIRMAN HEARNES: Oppos eo say no.
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(No res pons e ~)

CHAIRMANHEARNES: This meeting stands ad j our-ned ,

(~hereupon, at 6:00 o'clock, p.m., the Meeting was

end tape adjourned. )

•
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